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Abstract
Does music contain a hierarchical component which is relevant when
teaching a machine learning model to create music? And, can a machine
learning model learn long term structure in music, based on its own
perception of data?
In 2014, Diedrik P. Kingma and Max Welling presented a novel
technique in generative modelling, called the Variational Autoencoder
(VAE). The method presented a technique for learning intractable data
distributions, and at the same time representing the data in a compressed
latent space. From this latent space, it was possible to sample new
datapoints, with similar features as those from the true data set. This
method was quickly adopted for modelling real valued data, with both
a fixed dimensionality, and in sequences. Through the course of 2017 and
2018, Google Brain released two variational autoencoders for sequential
data: SketchRNN for sketch drawings, and MusicVAE for symbolic
generation of music. These models inspire the variational autoencoder
framework used in this thesis. The MusicVAE has a hierarchical element
to assist in creation of music: a recurrent neural network function as a
composer to manage the structural development of melodies. Their studies
showed that the hierarchical component helped create more probable
musical compositions than the formal VAE. MusicVAE is taken as a starting
point for this thesis; however, rather than the recurrent neural network, a
new architecture for generating high-level structure in music is introduced,
using a mixture density network.
The Mixture Density Network, a network that can predict multi-valued
output, was developed in 1994 by Christopher M. Bishop. The model
can utilize any kind of network to condition the probability distributions.
In 2018, David Ha and Jürgen Schmidhuber used a recurrent mixture
density network (MDRNN) for predicting latent vectors in a reinforcement
learning model. This has inspired the idea of replacing the recurrent
composer from the MusicVAE with a MDRNN. This thesis introduces
this novel architecture, in which musical compositions are guided by
generating sequences of vectors from a VAE’s compressed latent space.
This is a novel architecture, in which compositions of music is guided by
learned sequences of latent vectors. The model is named Mixture Composer
Variational Autoencoder, or MCVAE.
Evaluation of the models showed that a difference in the models was
noticeable. An evaluation with human annotators shows that music that
has been composed by the MCVAE has noticeably better musical qualities
than music generated from the formal VAE. Another evaluation, using
a 5-gram model show that music made with guidance from the MDN
creates melodies which are a lot more probable than music made without
guidance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
I frequently hear music in the
very heart of noise.
George Gershwin [99, p. 177]

1.1
1.1.1

Motivation
Algorithmic composition

Algorithmic composition is the process of creating music from a set of
rules. This is an old concept, with examples from the 18th century,
such as Musikalisches Würfelspiel - the musical dice game (see Figure 1.1).
Created by Johann Philipp Kirnberger in 1757, its name was “The everready minuet and polonaise composer”. The idea of the game was to encode
the conventions of musical composition into a set of easily followed rules.
Players could use the game to create new pieces of music to perform.
Playing both the game and the music was supposed to be an enjoyable
experience.
The game was constructed like this; for each bar, there exists 11 possible
sequences. The user rolls two dice for each temporal unit, and choose
a bar based on the dice’s number [26, p. 36]. Musikalisches Würfelspiel
became popular in Western Europe. Up to 1812, 20 different games were
made. Among those, two games were released under the names of Haydn
and Mozart. Although it has not been proven that they created the games
themselves[51].
Current news about AI-generated art and music suggest that using
algorithms to create music is as relevant today as it was in the 18th century
[2]. In this thesis, I will explore one of the latest methods for algorithmic
composition: the Variational Autoencoder (VAE). Additionally, by viewing
music as a sequence of probability distributions, a Mixture Density Network
(MDN) in tandem with a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is used as a
composer network, taking advantage of the RNN’s ability to predict a
sequences and the MDN’s ability to predict probability distributions. The
novel model is given the name Mixture Composer Variational Autoencoder
2

(a) A dice game table

(b) A slice of a dice game music sheet, with numbered bars

Figure 1.1: An example of musical dice game from the music notation
software Musescore [10]

or MCVAE (the model can be found at https://github.com/vikrosj/
music-variational-autoencoders).

1.1.2

Markov models

In the 20th century, composers and computer scientists started to explore
applying statistical models to algorithmic composition. In 1950, Harry F.
Olson and Henry Belar developed the “Electronic Music Synthesizer”. The
synthesizer used a Markov model to generate musical structure [26, p. 71].
A Markov model is a stochastic method for modelling randomly changing
systems [107]. It does so by calculating the transition probabilities between
adjacent events (see Figure 1.2).
Markov models have one defining limitation. When trained on a set
of compositions, they can only model sub sequences that already exist in
the data. These models cannot deduce any unknown musical sequences, or
extrapolate new sequences from the given training data [85].
3

Figure 1.2: Visualization of a Markov model with three states: A, B and C,
and the transition probabilities between them [45].

1.1.3

Creativity

Does rearranging existing sub sequences to make new music count as
creativity? Psychologist and creativity researcher, Dean Keath Simonton
stated to the American Psychological Association (APA) that “You can’t be
creative unless you come up with something that hasn’t been done before.
The idea also has to work, or be adaptive or be functional in some way; it
has to meet some criteria of usefulness” [65]. This definition of creativity
gives a guideline to what a creative model has to manage. It has to create
something new, and at the same time be functional. A Markov model can
be said to be somewhat creative, as it creates new arrangements of existing
sequences. But, a fully creative model must be able to create new sequences
of music, that it has not seen before. Secondly, the music must “meet some
criteria of usefulness”.
Arguably, creation of music is in itself useful, as it activates the reward
system in the brain. Researchers has shown that listening to your favourite
song flood the brain with dopamine [111], but the reason for this is not
yet found. It could relate to the way in which music set up a pattern of
expectation, and then fulfills them - in which the brain recieves a reward
for predicting correctly [34]. Every human culture has their kind of music
[75], which speaks to the fact that creating music is important. In this thesis,
the usefullness-criteria is discussed, but not extensively investigated. What
is investigated is the other side of creativity: creating something new. This
is done by exploring the machine learning field of generative modelling, in
which the ML-model seek to learn the true distribution of a data set, to
produce new data points with some variations [42, p. 716].

1.1.4

Connectionism

Connectionism is a concept from cognitive science that dates back to the
1940’s, but had it’s breakthrough in 1986, with David E. Rumelhart and
James L. McLelland two-volume compendium Parallel Distributed Process4

ing (PDP)[108]. Connectionism provided a new way of understanding the
mind and how information is processed in the brain. The earlier idea was
that a single neuron (or small bundle of) was concerned with each thing the
brain had to process. This is explained via the concept “the grandmother
cell”, the idea of one specific neuron (or small bundle of), devoted to recognizing a persons grandmother [84]. But, evidence suggests that a thought
involve a distributed pattern of activity across the cortex [121, Chapter 6].
This concept lead to connectionism in programming.

1.1.5

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for music modelling

Peter M. Todd, in A Connectionist Approach To Algorithmic Composition
[125] used connectionism for music modelling. He described PDP and
connectionism as a “paradigm for computing”. It replaced the “strict rulefollowing behaviour with regularity-learning and generalization”. The
architecture of his network was inspired by a PDP approach by Michael I.
Jordan, where each output of the network was reentered into the network
via feedback connections [62]. Todd’s work was the first to apply a
recurrent network to generalize the structure of musical examples, and
compose new pieces based on this generalization.
Music is temporal
Todd’s paper also addressed a key factor for music modelling; music is a
temporal process. Meaning that it is dependent of time, and often long term
structure. Therefore, time must be represented somehow. The solution was
either “a sliding window of successive time-periods of fixed size”, where
time is a spatial component. Or, time could be represented by “the relative
position of a note in a sequence”. Both these representations are used today,
but in recurrent neural networks, the latter is used. Todd’s network learned
the sequence note by note. It had a two part input; one for the note and one
for the plan. The plan input is a vector that is concatenated with the input
note. It labels a full sequence with a number, every new sequence has its
own number. In this way, Todd tested how interpolation between these
numbers, or class labels, gave new melodies after training the network.
The work was revolutionary at this time, and as the author writes
himself: “The possibilities for further work expanding the capabilities of
this approach are virtually limitless”. But, it also proved that the current
standards of RNNs faced a problem with learning long term sequences.
Todd writes: “the place for this network [...] is restricted to generating
relatively short musical lines, high in local structure, but lacking in overall
global organization”.

1.1.6

Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTMs) for music
modelling

LSTMs was developed by Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen Schmidhuber in
1997, and was a revolutionary new technique for RNNs [54]. The method
5
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causes the latent representation to be sparse (see Figure 1.4). But, since the
network generalizes the input in the latent space, it is possible to interpolate
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somewhat between the data points. Unfortunately, due to the sparsity
of values in the latent space, the interpolation between known values is
unlikely to be smooth [7].

Figure 1.4: Comparison of AE and VAE latent space. The feature smile is
presented with levels between [−1, 1] [61].
In 2014, Diedrick P. Kingma and Max Welling published the paper
Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes which explained a technique to address
this issue applied in the so-called variational autoencoder (VAE) [132].
In a VAE, all data points are assumed to be distributions, and the latent
space also represents data points as distributions. The latent space is
initialized as a multidimensional Gaussian distribution. By enforcing a
method called the Kullback-Liebler divergence, the latent space represent the
points as Gaussian distributions. This method forces the latent space to be
dense, and thus interpolating between real data points gives higher rate of
semantic morphing than the autoencoder [115] (see Figure 1.5).

1.1.8

Variational Autoencoders

In 2016, Douglas Eck introduced the project Magenta at the Google Brain
Team. The project wish to explore - in his own words - “Can we use
machine learning to create compelling art and music? If so, how? If
not, why not?” [30]. Motivated by these questions the team created,
among others, two variational autoencoders with compelling results. The
first of these was SketchRNN, which generates sketch drawings both
conditionally and unconditionally [46]. It is trained on a large dataset of
labeled sketch drawings, and learns to both reproduce input and create
its own variants of labeled objects. The level of similarity between input
and output is conditioned on a temperature level that indicate level of
randomness during sampling.
In 2018, Magenta introduced MusicVAE in the paper A Hierarchical Latent
Vector Model for Learning Long-Term Structure in Music [104]. As the
7

(b) Variational autoencoder

(a) Autoencoder

Figure 1.5: Example of the difference in latent space density between a
autoencoder and a variational autoencoder, trained on the MNIST dataset
[115].
title suggests, the decoder is a hierarchical model, designed to avoid a
phenomenon in RNN decoders known as the posterior collapse. This is
when the decoder model has so many neurons that it learns to memorize
the entire data set. Thus, it can reproduce sequences, independent of
the latent vector, and thus effectively ignore the latent vector in creation
of sequences. The latent vectors are produced by a conductor RNN that
outputs a sequence of vectors per song. And the decoder model MusicVAE
only produce one sequence of a song, per latent vector. This level of
hierarchy gave more pleasing musical results, than by letting the VAE
predict long sequences without any conditioning.

1.1.9

Mixture Density Recurrent Neural Networks

An MDN is a neural net that predicts probability distributions [8].
In combination with an RNN, it can predict sequences of probability
distributions. MDRNNs have been applied to various kinds of sequence
modelling, from text and handwriting prediction [43] to musical control
data in an interactive music application[81].
March of 2018, David Ha and Jürgen Schmidhuber introduced a “World
Model” that made use of an MDRNN and a VAE. The World Model is
a method for improving learning in reinforcement learning agents. The
authors visualize the architecture by asking the question “Can agents learn
inside of their own drams?” [48]. The dreams they are referring to are the
latent representations of the real world. The MDRNN is trained to predict
latent vectors, and then convert them to actions in the true data space. With
this question in mind, the idea of a MDRNN for latent vector prediction of
musical sequences came to be. The high-level question asked in this thesis
is then: can a machine learning model create music from their dreams?
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By combining the idea of a hierarchical model for creating music, along
with the use of a MDRNN for sequence predictions, I have created a
novel architecture, the Mixture Composer VAE, MCVAE. The model is a
variational autoencoder, with a MDRNN for hierarchical control of latent
vector predictions during music creation.

1.2

Research Questions

The thesis asks six questions:
1. What are the main technologies for using ANN to model and compose
music?
In Chapter 4, the main technologies GANs and VAEs are explained in
detail, with theoretical background from Chapter 2 on Artificial Neural
Networks, and 3 on Recurrent Neural Networks and Mixture Density
Networks.
2. In what way can music be represented to an ANN?
The main approaches for representing music to an ANN is discussed in
the literature. For this thesis, a melody-only in the symbolic domain
representation is chosen, explained in Section 6.1. Section 7.3 in the
Discussion-chapter discuss the problem with time series data for a VAE.
3. How can a VAE be used to compose long compositions?
In Chapter 3, LSTM’s advantage over vanilla RNNs for long termdepending structures is explained. Variational autoencoders and the
implementation of LSTMs in them is clarified in 4.4.1.
4. How can we evaluate the success of a creative ANN model?
Creative ANN models are commonly evaluated by human annotators and
by interpolating in the latent space. Details about these methods and how
the evaluation for this thesis is done is explained in section 6.4.
5. Can a MDRNN be used to steer a VAE model of music?
The functionality and building blocks of a MDRNN is illustrated in Section
3.2, along with the way it is implemented in steering a musical VAE model.
The question of whether it succeeds or not is evaluated in Section 6.6.
6. Does an MDRNN/VAE system produce better compositions than a
VAE alone?
The findings of this thesis indicate that the MDRNN/VAE does produce
better compositions, especially in terms of musical structure. The results
are summarized in 6.7 and in the conclusion in Chapter 8.
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1.3

Thesis Outline

Chapter 1. Introduction
Introduction to the thesis, and the motivation behind it.
Chapter 2. Artificial Neural Networks
Theoretical background for explaining the topics for the two following
chapters.
Chapter 3. Sequence learning
Dividing the chapter in two, the first part elaborates on the most widely
used machine learning method for sequence learning, namely LSTMs. The
second part of the chapter delve into the limitations of FNNs for multivalued output, explaining how MDNs are used to solve this problem.
Lastly, clarifying why MDNs could be useful in sequence learning for
VAEs, resulting in the reason this thesis investigate the topic.
Chapter 4. Generative modelling
Going into detail about the main technologies for using an ANN for
creative purposes; GANs and VAEs. Looking into these methods used in
image and art creation, and music modelling.
Chapter 5. Methods
Outlining the architecture of two state of the art ML models for generative
modelling. Additionally, elaborating on a RL-method with MDRNN for
sequence learning. These three inspirations combined make up a novel
method presented lastly in this chapter.
Chapter 6. Experiments
Details of experiments conducted to evaluate the success of the models,
with corresponding results.
Chapter 7. Discussion
Discussing a couple of discoveries and their effect on the results of the
models. Also discussing a weakness in the VAE model when modelling
sequential data, and possible workarounds for this problem. The creativity
criterion mentioned in the introduction is discussed.
Chapter 8. Conclusion & Further work
In the conclusion all results are summarized, the research questions are
addressed. Ending with some future directions to improve the results for
10

both models, and some remarks on the real world application for the novel
model introduced in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Artificial Neural Networks
A computer program is said to
learn from experience E with
respect to some class of tasks T
and performance measure P, if
its performance at tasks in T, as
measured by P, improves with
experience E.
Tom M. Mitchell, 1997 [53]

This chapter introduces important concepts and terminology in machine learning, and particularly feedforward neural networks, that is further developed in chapters 3 and 4.
As the quote states, a computer program is said to learn from experience,
performing a certain set of tasks, whilst measuring the performance.
As an example, consider a human being learning how to play a video
game. The person playing performs a certain set of tasks, to complete each
level. It is very likely that the person fails more than once, and then changes
his or her strategy to complete the level. In this example, the performance
can be measured in time, collected points per level and whether or not the
person finished the level. By playing the game more than once, the person
is learning from experience.
When it comes to machine learning, to learn from experience is referred
to as learning from data. An algorithm is presented with data, and with the
correct learning strategy, the algorithm can learn something from this data.
Stanford University presents a straightforward definition:
Machine learning is the science of getting computers to act
without being explicitly programmed [93].

2.0.1

Types of machine learning

Typically, machine learning is divided into four groups [76].
Supervised learning. In supervised learning, the algorithm is presented with pairs of input and corresponding correct output. By training
12

on this data set, the algorithm learns to generalize so it outputs correctly to
each input.
Unsupervised learning. Here, no correct outputs are provided. Instead
the goal for the algorithm is to spot similarities in the data, and categorize
them accordingly.
Reinforcement learning. In reinforcement learning, the algorithm is
given a goal, but no information on how to reach it. It learns by itself how
to reach the goal. It receives a reward for reaching the goal, and maybe for
reaching a few sub goals. It may also receive penalties when the goal is not
reached.
Evolutionary learning. The method sees biological evolution as a
learning process. Inspired by how biological organisms adapt to survive,
how their genes are distributed in reproduction, and how to measure fitness
of an individual or a population are elements in this topic.
In this thesis, the model is trained with self-supervised learning, a sub
field of supervised learning where the output data is equal to the input
data. This method is used when the model seek to learn the underlying
generator that creates the data.

2.0.2

Deep Learning

To distinguish if a neural net is either shallow or deep, the concept of Credit
Assignment Paths (CAPs) was introduced by Jurgen Schmidhuber in the
article Deep Learning in Neural Networks: An Overview (2014) [112]. A CAP is
the chain of transformation that occur from input to output. The definiton
of a deep model is not explicitly defined, but a CAP > 10 is considered
“very deep”. In the article, Schmidhuber also explains: “In a sense, RNNs
are the deepest of all NNs”. RNNs are generally applied to sequence
learning, and is therefore applied in this thesis.

2.1

Feedforward Neural Networks

Feedforward neural networks, FNNs, form the foundation for recurrent
networks, and is a subfield of supervised learning. The term feedforward
describes the way information flows through the system. Information
travels from input to output without feedback connections [42, p. 164]. A
feedback connection is where the outputs of the system are fed back into
the model. The outputs from the FNN are used to train the network in the
backpropagation process, which will be explained further down.
Feedforward neural networks are called networks because they typically chain together different functions [42, p. 164]. For example, Equation
2.1 is a network consisting of three functions, connected in a chain.
f ( x ) = f (3) ( f (2) ( f (1) ( x )))
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(2.1)

This chain demonstrates the structure of a neural network. Each
function is a layer. The inner function is the input layer, the outer function
is the output layer, and any number of functions in between are the hidden
layers. In supervised learning, the only known desired output is f ( x ) = y,
meaning that the desired output of the inner layers are unknown. They are
therefore called hidden layers.
The objective of this network is to approximate some function, f. For
instance, a classifier f ( x ) = y, maps an input x to a class, y. The network
defines a mapping f ( x; Θ) = y. Θ denote the distribution of the weight
parameters. The network learns the parameters, Θ, that best approximate
the function through comparing computed values to ground truth values
[42, p. 164].
One defining aspect of the feedforward network is that no information
is stored between computations. The network is looking for similarities
and patterns in the data, but it does not interpret the data sequentially. To
sequentially process data, feedback connections must be introduced to the
system.

2.1.1

Single Layer Perceptron

The concepts of feedforward networks can be described with the example
of the single layer perceptron, SLP, first introduced by American psychologist Frank Rosenblatt [106] in 1958. The SLP is a neural network with no
hidden units, meaning it comprises only an input and an output layer. The
chain function is described in Equation 2.2.
f ( x ) = f (1) ( x )

(2.2)

The input layer consists of n weights. The n number of input weights
match the number of data points that are processed per iteration. The input
layer also contains a bias and bias weights, so the output is shifted by the
bias term. This is demonstrated at the end of this section. The output layer
is one or more nodes with an activation function.
The process of learning an SLP start with the multiplication of the
inputs and their corresponding weights. The sum of these products, or
the weighted sum, is passed to the activation function [126].

2.1.2

Activation function

The activation function mimics a neuron in the brain. The goal of the
function is therefore to “decide” whether the neuron should “fire” a signal
or not. The signal and the threshold for firing it varies with each function.
As mentioned, the activation function receives a weighted sum of its inputs
and adds bias.
Y=

∑(weight · input) + bias
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(2.3)

The value of Y can be any number in the range (−∞, ∞). Thus, the
activation function is necessary to implement a transformation on Y and
create a firing threshold for the signal [126].
The activation function in the SLP output layer is classically a step
function.

Figure 2.1: The step function.
The step function outputs either 0 or 1. This means that the the function
is activated if Y is above some threshold, and not activated if Y is below the
threshold. In Figure 2.1 the threshold is 0.
Defining the general activation function g at output o as:
o = g ( x t · w + b ) = g (Y )

(2.4)

The output of the activation function is:

o=

1 if Y ≥ threshold
0 if Y < threshold

(2.5)

This function has limitations. Consider connecting multiple neurons
to an output neuron in the case of distinguishing between more than two
classes. Since the neuron only fires at 100% or 0%, deciding which class it
predicts is impossible. For this task, a function with intermittent activation
values is necessary [126].
In recurrent neural nets, the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and logistic
function (σ) are most typically used [73, p. 89].
The logistic function

σ( x) =

1
1 + e− x

(2.6)

The logistic function has intermittent activation values, in the range
(0, 1). This is beneficial, because it enforces a boundary on the activation,
so it doesn’t blow up to −∞ or ∞. Because of the benefits of this function,
it is one of the most widely used activation functions today [126]. Albeit,
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Figure 2.2: The logistic function.
there are complications with this functions also. Noticeably in Figure 2.2,
towards either end of the output, the function responds less to changes in x.
Meaning that for large inputs x, the function saturates and provides small
changes to its output. This causes an issue called vanishing gradients, which
will be discussed more extensively later.
The hyperbolic tangent function

tanh( x ) =

e2x − 1
= 2σ(2x ) − 1
e2x + 1

(2.7)

Figure 2.3: The tanh function.
The tanh-function is a scaled σ-function, so it has similar properties.
The range of tanh is larger, binding the output to (−1, 1). In the process of
training the neural net, the gradient of the activation function is computed.
The gradient of tanh is steeper than that of σ, so the choice of activation
function depends on the requirement of gradient strength [126].
Bias added to the system is demonstrated below. In this example, the
activation function g is the logistic function. Altering the weight w changes
the steepness of the curve. But, the function clamps the input to a range of
numbers between 0 and 1, with rotational symmetry at (0, 21 ) [131]. To alter
the inflection point, a bias must be inserted.
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(a) Output without bias.

(b) Output with bias.

Figure 2.4: Logistic output function with and without bias.

2.1.3

Loss Function

The terms loss function and error function are used interchangeably in
machine learning literature. In this thesis, loss function is used. The loss
function is defined on a data point, prediction or label and quantifies the
misclassification [55]. It does so with computing E(Y, f ( X )) where f(X) is a
function predicting Y given values from input X. The loss function is used
for penalizing errors in prediction. One example of a loss function is the
square error computation [49]:
e(θ ) = (( f ( xi ) | θ ) − yi )2

(2.8)

Cost Function
The cost function is a sum of loss functions over the training set [55]. Both
the cost and loss function are used for penalizing errors, but they are used
for different learning methods [76, p. 82]. The most common cost function
is the Mean Squared Error function (MSE) [71]:
MSE(θ ) =

2.1.4

1
N

N

∑ (( f (xi ) | θ ) − yi )2

(2.9)

i =1

Backpropagation

The backpropagation algorithm is a method for automatic differentiation
of complex, nested functions. The counterpart to automatic differentiation
is hand-engineering, where experts hard code the features they know
enhance learning in the neural nets. [60].
For the FNN, the backpropagation algorithm requires two things [60]:
1. A dataset
2. A loss or cost function
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And the dataset most commonly consist of three sets [76, p. 20]:
1. A training set
2. A validation set
3. A test set
The training set is the part of the dataset that is used to train the model.
The validation set is used to keep track of the models performance, hence
where the loss function is applied. Lastly, the test set is used once the model
is completely trained to provide an unbiased evaluation of the final model
[116].
For each instance in the training set, the network computes the output
of every neuron in each layer. Finally, it measures the output on the last
layer, and compare this to the true answer. By doing this comparison, the
networks error is computed for each neuron. With this information, the
network computes how much each neuron contributed to the error in the
successive neuron it is connected to. It does this by computing the error
gradient with respect to the size of the neuron. The size of the neuron is
typically called its weight. This computational process continues backwards
in all the previous layers of the network, until the input layer is reached [37,
p. 261].
x1

z1

x2

f

x3
x4

z2

Figure 2.5: A network with sparse connections

Computing the gradient Figure 2.5 is an example of a sparse net.
The nodes are multiplicative. As previously mentioned, the gradient is
computed with respect to each input neuron. A few, selected gradients
from the figure above look as follows:
δf
δ ( z1 · z2 )
=
= z2
δz1
δz1

(2.10)

δf
δ f δz1
=
= x1
δx2
δz1 δx2

(2.11)
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δf
δ f δz2
=
= x3
δx4
δz2 δx4

(2.12)

Overfitting and underfitting
The images in Figure 2.6 exemplify the problems that occur when training
neural network to approximate a function, using linear regression. It shows
that MSE is not always indicative of a good solution. Model number two,
a fourth degree polynomial, adapts best to the original function. The third
model is apparently not a good representation of the original function yet, it has a smaller MSE. This is known as overfitting. The function has
adapted perfectly to the data, but it does not generalize well. Many of the
points in a dataset may be noise, and when the final model is overfitted,
it has also learned the noise. Likewise, the first model does not generalize
well. It is almost not adapted to the datapoints at all. This is known as
underfitting. Both overfitting and underfitting prevents the neural net from
learning, therefore there exists many methods to avoid these events from
happening [14].

Figure 2.6: Training a neural net, example from scikit-learn[113].

Batch, sequential or stochastic training
The learning method explained at the beginning of this section is what’s
known as sequential training. This is where the error is computed and
the weights are updated after each input. This is not necessarily the most
efficient method, but it may have better results than batch learning, because
it converges slowly [76, p. 82]. Batch learning is where all of the training
data is presented to the network, in what is called an epoch. The cost
is computed, and then the weights are updated once every epoch. The
training data can be divided into smaller pieces in what’s called minibatches,
and the gradients are updated for every pass through a minibatch. One
benefit of batch training is that the analysis of the convergence rate and
the weight dynamics are simpler [71]. Lastly, stochastic or online training is
where a single example is chosen randomly from the training set at every
iteration. An estimate of the gradient is then computed, and the network is
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updated. This is a preferred method for basic backpropagation, because it
is faster than batch learning. It often results in better solutions, particularly
for redundant datasets [71].
Weight initialisation
Initialisation of the weights is important for the progress of the network.
Most importantly, they cannot all be the same number. This is due to
the gradient computation. If the weights are equal, the gradients and the
parameter update will also be equal. The weights will then learn the same
thing, and they’re not separable. It is therefore common to initialise the
weights to small, random numbers. The concept is that they will compute
distinct updates and integrate themselves as divergent parts of the full
network, when they are random and unique in the beginning [63].

Vanishing gradients Although, in some cases, small weights leads
to computing small gradients, because the gradient is proportional to the
weights. The gradient is repeatedly multiplied through the network, thus
very small gradients can lead to a slow or no update of the network. This
is what’s referred to as vanishing gradients. As previously mentioned, for
sigmoidal functions, large inputs can cause the function to saturate and also
produce a small change in output. Both of these instances cause vanishing
gradients.

Exploding gradients On the other hand, repeatedly multiplying
gradients that are larger than 1 might cause the gradients to grow too large,
causing exploding gradients. This may lead to an unstable model that is
unable to increase the loss during training [12].

Xavier initialisation A method for weight initialisation introduced
in 2010 is the Xavier initialisation, where the weights are drawn from the
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance at
var (wi ) =

Navg =

1
Navg

Nin + Nout
2

(2.13)

(2.14)

N is the number of input and output neurons. This method keeps
the variance of the weights across the layers, and reduce the problem
of vanishing gradients. It is recommended to use this method for tanh
networks. There is also a version for ReLU networks. [38].
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2.1.5

Softmax

The softmax function is often placed at the output layer of a neural
network. It is a classification function, commonly used in multiclass
learning problems where each input is categorized into more than two
categories, and the categories don’t overlap. [120]. The softmax function
computes the normalized probabilities for each class.
so f tmax ( x )i =

e xi
∑nj=1 e x j

(2.15)

The exponentiation is due to interpreting the scores inside the vector as
the unnormalized logarithm of the probabilities. As the logarithm is the
inverse operation of exponentiation, log loss is commonly used as a loss
function together with the softmax activation function [90].

2.1.6

Cross Entropy

The multiclass cross-entropy is also known as negative log likelihood, as
they are two different interpretations of the same function [49, p. 32].
C=−

1
n

∑(y ln a + (1 − y) ln(1 − a))

(2.16)

x

Equation 2.16 is the negative log likelihood of the Bernoulli distribution,
which is a discrete distribution with two possible outcomes [3]. Here n is
the total number of training data points. The sum is over all training inputs,
x, and y is the corresponding desired output. The probability mass function
for the Bernoulli distribution is shown in definition 2.17.

1 − p if k = 0
o (k; p) =
(2.17)
p
if k = 1
The variable, k, takes value 1 with probability p, and value 0 with
probability 1-p. Equation 2.18 is the negative log likelihood of the binomial
distribution, which is a discrete probability distribution. In other words,
the cross-entropy of a multiclass version of Bernoulli [4]. Viewing the
softmax function, it is visible that the log likelihood is logarithm applied
to a softmax output.
Li = −log(

e f yi
)
∑j e fj

(2.18)

The cross-entropy is reasonable to use as a cost-function for classification [94]. This is because the individual parts of the sum are all negative
because they are the logarithms of the softmax output (in a range between
zero and one). Hence, the sum is negative, but then this sum is then again
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negated. Thus, the output of the cross-entropy function will always be positive. The higher the probability for the correct class gets, the smaller the
likelihood gets. Since the function is used to calculate the distance between
the correct outputs and the computed output, this means that the closer the
predictions get to the truth, the lesser the distance get. Consequently, the
loss is minimized.
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Chapter 3

Sequence learning
It’s something you learn after
your second theme party, it’s all
been done before.
Prior Walter, Angels in America
[70]

In this chapter, sequence learning is divided in two sections: Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) and Mixture Density Networks (MDNs). RNNs
and their ability to perform sequence prediction is explained. Starting
with vanilla RNNs, their structure and limitations are discussed, including
the problems they face with learning long term structure . This leads to
introducing Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTMs), a specialised
RNN unit design that handles long term structure. Mixture Density
Networks (MDNs) can represent conditional probability distributions
just as a commonplace neural net can represent arbitrary functions.
Finally, explaining the need for the combined use of these (in algorithmic
composition) concludes the chapter.

3.1

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

As the quote suggests, current events may have similar features to previous
ones. So, to see the broader picture of an event, i.e. it’s context or
development, perhaps a good idea is to remember important parts of the
past. This is the concept of recurrent neural nets, RNNs. In all RNNs,
the past is an input to the future. And in some RNNs, the algorithm
has measures for remembering, forgetting and selecting parts of data that
ultimately should be remembered in the future. This way, an RNN can
process sequences, more powerfully than a FNN can do [42, p. 368].

3.1.1

Parameter Sharing

The definition of recurrence is that something is returning or happening
time after time [88]. Examine the classical function for a dynamical system:
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s ( t ) = f ( s ( t −1) ; θ )

(3.1)

The function 3.1 is a recurrent function, since the function at time t refers
back to the same function at time t - 1. Here, the function f is used at every
time step in a sequence from t = 1, ..., τ. The same method takes place in a
RNN; the same formula f is used at every time step, to process a vector x.
The function f use the same set of parameters for every time step [73, p. 20].
This feature is called parameter or weight sharing.
Consider the case of training an FNN to process sentences of fixed
length. The network would have separate weights for each input feature.
Therefore, in each position of the sentence, the net would have to learn
the rules of the language separately. Because the FNN does not master
sequential processing, the net is compelled to learn the rules independently
of the previous computations. In contrast, because the RNN shares the
same weights across several time steps, it can therefore detect rules and
sequences [42, p. 368].

3.1.2

Vanilla RNN
y

RNN

x
Figure 3.1: RNN illustration
In general, a recurrent neural net has a recurrent core, which takes an
input, x, and updates its hidden state, h. This hidden state is then fed back
into the core at the next time step, t, when the next input is fed into the
model. Usually, at a frequent rate, the goal is to get an output, y, from the
RNN [73, p. 19]. The general hidden state function is similar to function
3.1.
h ( t ) = f W ( h ( t −1) ; x ( t ) )

Where:
h(t)

current state

h ( t −1)

previous state
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(3.2)

fW

function with parameters, W

xt

input vector at time step, t

Note that the same function, f W , and the same parameters, W, are used
in every step of the computation. In the standard RNN, the hidden state, h,
consists of a single layer, usually a tanh-function [28].
h(t) = tanh(Whh h(t−1) + Whx x (t) )

(3.3)

y(t) = Why h(t)

(3.4)

Where:
tanh hyperbolic tangent function, to create non-linearity
Whh weight matrix for previous hidden state
Whx weight matrix for input, x (t)
Why weight matrix to compute output from state h(t)
y(t) output, y, at time, t
Computational graph
In Figure 3.1 the intermediate computations are hidden. To get a clearer
view of the inner workings of the RNN, an unrolled computational graph, as
shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.3, is useful.

y

W

h (0)

fW

x1

h (1)

fW

h (2)

...

L

h(T )

x2
Figure 3.2: Many to one-architecture

Figure 3.2 is an example of a many to one-architecture, in which a new
input, x, is provided at each timestep, t, and the output, y, is computed
at the end of a timeseries. In this case, the loss is computed at time T. In
this architecture, a variably sized input is transformed into a single vector
output. As mentioned, the same weight matrix, W, is used at each time
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L

h (0)

x

y (1)

l (1)

y (2)

l (2)

y(T )

fW

h (1)

fW

h (2)

...

h(T )

l (T )

W

Figure 3.3: One to many-architecthure
step. When computing the gradient for W in backpropagation, δW (t) is
then computed at each time step. The final δW is the sum of the gradients
from t = 0 to t = T. This is used to update W before next forward pass [33].
Figure 3.3 is a one to many-architecture RNN, receiving a fixed size input,
and producing a variably sized output. In this case, the model is making
predictions at each time step and computing intermediate loss, and lastly
summarizing this into a total loss at time T [33].
Sequence modelling
For sequence modelling, used for instance in language translation, both the
input and the output are of variable sizes. This is typically solved by a many
to one-network, followed by a one to many-network. This is also known as
a Encoder-Decoder Network [13] (see Figure 3.4). The many to one-network
receives a variably sized sentence vector and encodes this to a fixed size
output. Then, the one to many-network receives the fixed size input and
decodes this to a new, variably sized sentence vector.
”network”

encoder

decoder

dense

”nettverk”

Figure 3.4: Encoder-decoder network translating from english to norwegian.

3.1.3

Long and short term dependencies

Consider reading a sentence, and then trying to predict the next word.
For instance “I’m writing a master thesis about [blank]”. To fill in the
blank here, only relying on recent information, can prove to be difficult.
The information to finish the sentence may have been given a long time
ago. This exemplifies the difference in short and long term dependencies.
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RNNs handle short term dependencies, but struggles with long term
dependencies [95]. In practice, the problem a vanilla RNN faces is that
the error tend to vanish or explode in backpropagation. This is due to
the recurrent update of the hidden state, where the weight matrix Whh is
multiplied with the differentiated function for each update of the function
in the backwards pass. This causes the gradient to increase or decrease
exponentially with time when the absolute value of the gradients are less
than or larger than 1, respectively [54, p. 4]. This inspired a new version of
RNNs, called Long Short Term Memory Networks.

3.1.4

Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTMs)

LSTMs (see Figure 3.5) are a special kind of RNNs, and they are specifically
designed to tackle the long-term dependency problem. In the original
paper, by Sepp Hochreiter and Jurgen Schmidthuber, the authors claim
that “In comparisons with RTRL, BPTT [...], LSTM leads to many more
successful runs, and learns much faster. LSTM also solves complex,
artificial long time lag tasks that have never been solved by previous
recurrent algorithms” [54, p. 1].
RNNs store representations of recent events in form of activations. Storing
recent events is analogous with a short term memory. But, it does not
select what is important to remember, but rather remembers everything.
What an LSTM does is introduce gating functions that can open and close
access to the gradient flow. Thus, allowing the gradient to flow unchanged
upstream, and also selecting what parts of past events that are beneficial
to remember. A long term memory is characterized by slowly changing
weights. An LSTM store recent events, but it does allow the weights to
flow unchanged through time, thus the name Long Short-Term Memory.
Whilst the repeating module in the standard RNN contains a single layer,
the LSTM contains two. These are the cell state and the hidden state. They
are denoted by the following functions, respectively:
c(t) = f

h(t) = o

c t −1 + i

s

tanh(c(t) )

(3.5)

(3.6)

Cell state
The cell state is where the gradient is allowed to flow unchanged. It has
similar functionality as a conveyor belt. Information can be kept in this
state throughout the recurrent chain, without any losses. Following the
conveyor belt analogy, there are four workers that manipulate the items on
the belt in an LSTM architecture. These are called gating functions.
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The gating functions
The four gates of an LSTM, and a short summary of their operations are:
Input gate, i

Determine quantity of new input to store in cell state.

Output gate, o Determine quantity of current cell state to send to current
hidden state.
Forget gate, f

Determine quantity of previous input to remove from cell
state.

Squash gate, s Scaling of new input.
The equations are, respectively:
i(t) = σ(Wi [h(t−1) , x (t) ] + bi )

(3.7)

o (t) = σ(Wo [h(t−1) , x (t) ] + bo )

(3.8)

f ( t ) = σ (W f [ h ( t − 1 ) , x ( t ) ] + b f )

(3.9)

s(t) = tanh(Ws [h(t−1) , x (t) ] + bs )

(3.10)

In the original LSTM, the authors mention a input gate, output gate and a
memory cell. Thus, the update of the cell state was originally as in Equation
3.11 [54, p. 7].
c ( t ) = c t −1 + i

s

(3.11)

The original LSTM’s hidden state is similar to Equation 3.6. In later
years, the name forget gate has also been brought into the vocabulary [42,
p. 405]. The output from the forget gate is multiplied element-wise with the
previous cell state, resulting in the cell state Equation 3.5. This distinction is
also used by the deep learning library Keras [22], which is the library used
in this paper. The last gate, s, is used for squashing the new input before
multiplying it with the input gate. This will be referred to as the squashing
gate, s (Equation 3.10) in this paper.
The forget, input and output gate use sigmoid nonlinearity, and the squashing gate may have any squashing nonlinearity [42, p. 405]. Although, the
most common function to use for all but the squashing gate is the logistic sigmoid function. It is what the Keras library declare as the default for
these functions. This has the best results in the original experiments, as it
is reported that they need no fine-tuning of the initial bias with this choice
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[54, p. 9]. The choice of a logistic sigmoid for gates that control quantity of
input is also intuitively a logical choice. In the original paper, the hidden
state is updated with a tanh, as in Equation 3.6, and the squash gate is updated with a scaled tanh with range from [−2, 2] [54, p. 24]. But, in the Keras
library, the default functions for both the hidden state and the squash gate
is a regular tanh, and these settings will be used in the experiments of this
paper.
Hidden state
In vanilla RNN, the hidden state is a concatenation of the previous hidden
state and the new input, which is then squashed in a tanh-layer to produce
a new hidden state. But, as seen in Equation 3.6, in an LSTM, the hidden
state is an element-wise multiplication between the output gate and a tanhsquashed current cell state.
Bidirectional RNN
Both the vanilla RNN and LSTM learn representations from previous time
steps. But, to learn context in a time series, it may sometimes be better to
learn representations from future time steps. As, for instance, in “The bass
must be salted” or “The bass player was ready”, the future representations
give context about the past. This is the motivation behind a bidirectional
RNN (BRNN) [36]. The BRNN process input in both directions, both
forward and backwards. This eventually results in two cell states and two
hidden states for each time series; forward h and c, and backwards h and
c. This kind of architecture is used for the encoder in this thesis. After
processing one sequence, all of the states are added together, before being
applied to the next step of the network.

3.2

Mixture Density Networks (MDNs)

The regular sum-of-squares or cross-entropy loss function mentioned in
Section 2.1.6 outputs conditional averages of the targets (conditioned on the
input data). The outputs often represent probabilities of class membership,
with one class being the true class. This output is a single probability
distribution. The method works well for single-valued output, but has
limited mapping to multi-valued outputs. In the 1994 paper Mixture
Density Networks by Christopher Bishop, the author provides a solution for
multi-valued output situations: “The [...] Mixture Density Network [...]
can in principle represent arbitrary conditional probability distributions in
the same way that a conventional neural network can represent arbitrary
functions” [8].

3.2.1

Mixture Models (MMs)

The MM is a method for optimizing the fit between a statistical model and
the observed data. The statistical model can, for instance be a normal
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of an LSTM. The black square indicate a delay
of one time step. X-nodes indicate element-wise multiplication, and the +gate indicate addition. The gates use nonlinear functions, defined by the
user.
distribution, in that case the MM will assure normal distributions for
all subgroups in the data set. The mixture density network combines a
mixture density model with a neural network. The outputs from the neural
network determine the parameters for the mixture density model. The
mixture density model then create the conditional pdf for the target values
t, conditioned on the input to the neural net, x [8]. A hyperparameter for
the mixture model is its mixture components. The mixture components are
the number of distributions the MDN assumes that the true distribution
has. Meaning, that the number of mixture components are the number
of distributions the MDN outputs, regardless of the dimensionality of the
input.
As the goal for this thesis is to predict sequences, the MDN is a mixture
density model combined with a recurrent neural network, a MDRNN.
Specifically, a MDRNN layer for Keras [77], created by Martin as part of
work in modelling creative sequences [78, 81], was applied to the existing
VAE model created for this thesis.
A premise for the VAE is to assume that the data is identical
and independently distributed, and that the data points are normally
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representation in (11).
For any given value of x, the mixture model (22) provides a general formalism for modelling an arbitrary conditional density function p(t j x). We now take the various parameters of the mixture model, namely the mixing coecients i(x), the means i(x)
and the variances i(x), to be general (continuous) functions of x. This is achieved by
modelling them using the outputs of a conventional neural network which takes x as its
input. The combined structure of a feed-forward network and a mixture model we refer
to as a Mixture Density Network (MDN), and its basic structure is indicated in Figure 2.
By choosing a mixture model with a sucient number of kernel functions, and a neural
network with a sucient number of hidden units, the MDN can approximate as closely
as desired any conditional density p(t j x).
conditional
probability
density

p(t | x)

mixture
model

parameter
vector

z

neural
network

input
vector

x

Figure 2: The Mixture Density Network consists of a feed-forward neural network whose
outputsFigure
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model then
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Figure 3.7: Representation of the conversion from bars to distributions,
with the underlying note vectors. The image is a simplification of the
creation of distributions, as the distributions produced by the VAE-encoder
are multivariate with 64 dimensions.
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3.2.2

Combining the models

In the context of music generation, an MDN can be used to predict a
sequence of real valued-representations of musical events. Martin et al.
[81] used an MDRNN to model sequences of musical control instructions,
but we seek to generate sequences of musical notes. In the next chapter,
we discuss variational autoencoders, which provide a method to encode
a bar of musical notes into compressed representations as a real-valued
vector, called z-vectors . Sequences of these vectors can be predicted by
an MDRNN to compose music as follows: a dataset for the MDRNN is
created by inferring z-vectors for all songs in the dataset (in this case,
the minimum song length was set to ≥ 16 bars). The z-vectors are then
saved for each song (see Figure 3.8a). After this procedure, the MDRNN is
trained to predict the next zn+1 given zn (Figure 3.8b). After finishing this
process, the mixture density network can predict songs, bar by bar, only
being conditioned on one z0 in the start of a sequence (see Figure 5.11).

(a)
(b)

Figure 3.8: Illustration of the creation of a dataset for the MDRNN (figure
a), and the mixture density network composer in MCVAE (Figure b).
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Chapter 4

Generative modelling
“Stories”, he’d said, his voice
low and almost husky, “we are
made up of stories. And even
the one’s that seem the most like
lies can be our deepest hidden
truths”.
Stan, Briar Rose [138]

This chapter elaborates on the two state-of-the-art methods for generative modelling that exist today; GANs and VAEs. Explaining the difference between explicit (VAEs) and implicit (GANs) probabilistic models,
and how the models can update their knowledge about the true data distributions. GANs main building blocks and its strengths and weaknesses
are addressed. Then follows an in-depth section on the VAE concepts and
optimization method. Lastly, a few weaknesses in the VAE along with proposed solutions of disentanglement and dropout is introduced.
The goal for a generative model is to learn the true distribution of a data set,
to be able to produce new data points with some variations. The generative
models parameters should be fewer than the training data points, because
this will force the model to discover the essence of the data, in order to
generate it. The true distribution of the data may be intractable. Therefore,
the approach for a generative model is to model a distribution of data
that is as close as possible to the true distribution. In a broader context,
generative models may provide a framework for artificial intelligence, “for
all the many different intuitive concepts they need to understand, giving
them the ability to reason about these concepts in the face of uncertainty”
[42, p. 716].

4.1

Inference in probabilistic models

A probabilistic model estimates, on basis of historical data, the probability
of an event occurring again [16]. Inference is “a conclusion or opinion
that is formed because of known facts or evidence” [87]. In machine
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learning, ANNs can perform inference after they have been trained. During
inference, the network is fed new input, and draws conclusions about
this input based on knowledge attained during training. Inference in a
probabilistic model is concerned with two questions [31]:
Marginal inference

Infer the probability of a given variable, after
summing everything else out.

Max a posteriori inference (MAP). Assign the most likely label to a
variable in the model.
Inference can very often be a NP-hard problem, meaning that the time
it takes to find a solution grow exponentially with the problem size [130].
The tractability of the inference depends on the structure of the probability
graph. But, even if a problem is intractable, approximate inference can
get useful answers [31]. There exist many approximate inference methods,
examples are Laplace approximation and variational inference [109]. The
variational autoencoder (VAE) use variational inference.
In the next sections, the variations of probabilistic models and which
methods they use for updating their representations of true data is
elaborated, before going into detail on the building blocks of GANs and
VAEs.

4.1.1

Directed and undirected probabilistic models

Directed probabilistic models, or directed graphical models is a structured
probabilistic model, also known as a belief networks or Bayesian networks
[42, p. 560]. The variational autoencoder seeks to solve the inference
problem in directed graphical models [132]. The name directed indicate
that the models edges are directed, and the direction is represented with
an arrow. These models are relevant when there is a clear reason to point
to a direction. These are often situations where the causality is understood,
and it is pointing in only one direction. The arrow indicate which variable’s
distribution is defined by other variables’ distributions. Drawing an arrow
from a to b means that b’s distribution is conditioned on a. Going from left
to right, a variable pointing to another is the parent of this variable. And a
variable being pointed to is the child [56].

Figure 4.1: Directed graphical model.
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The directed graphical model in Figure 4.1, model the likelihood for
taking part in a meeting, depending on the delay in public transport. The
delay in public transport is again depending on two independent variables;
traffic and personnel. The full joint probability is:
P( T, P, D, M) = P( T ) · P( P) · P( D | T, P) · P( M| D )

(4.1)

In undirected probabilistic models the direction between events is not
clear, or may be going in both directions [42, p. 563]. The difference
between a directed and undirected graphical model is important when
defining the joint probability that the graph can represent. But, for
inference, it’s generally common to have a specified fixed probability
distribution, which renders the difference between these models less
important [128].

4.1.2

Implicit and explicit models

There is a convenient distinction between two types of probabilistic
models; prescribed or explicit models and implicit models [92]. Explicit
models contribute an explicit parameterization of the distribution of a
random variable x, with parameters θ and log-likelihood function log qθ ( x ).
The majority of machine learning models are explicit. The alternate implicit
models define stochastic procedure that generates data directly. There exist
many different methods for generative modelling, but among todays most
popular methods are VAEs and GANs [64]. Using the distinction between
explicit and implicit models, a VAE falls under the category explicit, and
GAN under the category implicit (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Overview of generative models, from Ian Goodfellows NIPS
tutorial in 2016 [39].
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4.2

Measuring difference between distributions

The VAE makes a prior assumption of the distribution of the true data,
draws samples from real data, and then adjust the parameters of the prior
distribution [132]. While the GAN creates data from noise, compare this
with real data, and then adjust its method for generating new data [41].
Thus, both VAEs and GANs needs methods for quantifying the difference
between the generative data and the true data distribution. GANs typically
use either Jensen Shannon-divergence or Wasserstein distance, while VAEs
moreoften use Kullback-Liebler divergence.

4.2.1

Information entropy

Entropy, in thermodynamics, is defined broadly as “the degree or disorder
of uncertainty in a system” [86]. One can consider the level of motion in
water molecules, in the three states of water; solid, liquid and gas. When
water is in solid form, the water molecules stand still in a rigid structure
- therefore this structure has low entropy. When water turns to liquid,
the molecules have more positions to move between, giving this structure
higher entropy. When water is a gas, the molecules can move almost
everywhere - thus this state has high entropy.
The mathematician Claude Shannon introduced the term “entropy of
an information source” in 1948 [117]. It is a definition of the entropy of a
random variable. This is the measure of the uncertainty associated with the
random variable. Beneath is the entropy function for multiple classes:
n

H ( X ) = − ∑ pi · logb ( pi )

(4.2)

i =1

Shannon also defined the entropy for a joint distribution H(X,Y).

Figure 4.3: Joint distribution of X and Y.

i =1 j =1

H ( X, Y ) = − ∑
n

∑ P(xi , y j ) · logb ( P(xi , y j ))

(4.3)

m

Equations 4.2 and 4.3 yield common methods for measuring the distance between two distributions, namely the Kullback-Liebler divergence
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and the Jensen-Shannon divergence. These distance measurements are
used as loss functions in generative models.

4.2.2

Kullback-Liebler divergence (KL)

Kullback-Liebler divergence is also known as cross entropy [119].
n

KL( P|| Q) =

P( x )

∑ P(x) · log Q(x) = H ( P, Q) − H ( P)

(4.4)

i =1

H ( P, Q) is the joint entropy of the probability distributions and H ( P) is
the entropy of probability distribution P. The Kullback-Liebler divergence
is a non-symmetric measure of the difference between two distributions.
Forward and reverse KL divergence
The description non-symmetric in the KL definition mean that the order
of the operators matter. Meaning that KL( P|| Q) 6= KL( Q|| P). To
optimize and reduce the difference between two distributions, one would
assume a true distribution P(X), and optimize an approximate distribution
Q(X). In this case, there are two ways to optimize. One is from the
true distribution to the approximate - forward. The second is from the
approximate distribution to the true - reverse [9].
Forward KL divergence.
In the exemplified case, Equation 4.5 define the forward situation.

Figure 4.4: Approximating a distribution [67].
n

KL( P|| Q) =

P( x )

∑ P(x) · log Q(x) = H ( P, Q) − H ( P)

i =1
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(4.5)

In this case, P( x ) is the weight of the divergence. Meaning that when
P( x ) = 0, the divergence is zero. This way, when optimizing the difference
between two distributions as in Equation 4.4, the error for the divergence
will be the smallest around P( x ) = 0. Conversely, when P( x ) > 0, the
P( x )
log Q(x) plays an important role in the divergence. This method leads to
Q( x ) averaging over the entire space of P( x ). Forward KL divergence is
also known as zero avoiding, because it avoids Q( x ) = 0 when P( x ) > 0
[67]. This leads to the approximation seen in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Forward approximation [67].

Reverse KL divergence.
In reverse KL divergence, the order in the KL function is reversed.
n

KL( Q|| P) =

Q( x )

∑ Q(x) · log P(x)

= H ( Q, P) − H ( Q)

(4.6)

i =1

This yields the opposite result. Here, Q( x ) is the weight of the
divergence. Parts of P( x ) can be ignored, when Q( x ) = 0. When Q( x ) > 0,
the difference between the two distributions must be as low as possible.
In this case, the end result of the optimization would be as in Figure 4.4.
Although parts of P( x ) is overlooked, Q( x ) fit parts of the true distribution
with higher precision, than by averaging the entire true distribution. This
method is called zero forcing, as it forces Q( x ) to be zero on some parts of
P( x ) [67].

4.2.3

Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS)

The Jensen-Shannon divergence is a symmetrized and smoothed version of
the KL-divergence.
Where R = 0.5 · P + Q denotes the midpoint between P and Q.
This method was originally used for optimizing Generative Adversarial
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JS( P|| Q) = 0.5 · (KL( P|| R) + KL( Q|| R))

(4.7)

Networks (see Section 4.3), but a recent research in GAN-optimization
suggest that the Wasserstein distance is a better method [6] for this network.

4.2.4

Wasserstein distance (W)

The Wasserstein distance is a measure of the distance between two
probability distributions. It is also known as Earth-Mover (EM) distance,
because the distributions can be interpreted as piles of dirt, and EM
measures how many shovelfuls of dirt that needs to be moved [133].
Consider the example below of two, discrete distributions, P and Q.

Figure 4.6: Moving dirt between piles to make them match [133].
Moving from left to right, each pile is compared and aligned. For
( P1 , Q1 ), two blocks are moved from P1 → P2 . For ( P2 , Q2 ), two blocks
are moved from P2 → P3 . For ( P3 , Q3 ), one block is moved from Q3 → Q4 .
In 2017, Martin Arjovsky et. al suggested that the Wasserstein distance is
a better method for optimizing Generative Adversarial Networks than the
original Jensen-Shannon divergence [6]. See Section 4.3.6.

4.3

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

A GAN is an implicit probabilistic model, developed by Ian J. Goodfellow
et.al, based on game theory. The method consist of two players, and the
goal is for the players to reach a Nash equilibrium. Nash equilibrium is
where each player in a game has a set of strategies, and no incentive to
change their strategy, given what the opposite player is doing. This means
that the players have no benefit in changing their strategy, and thus don’t
[101].
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4.3.1

The generative and discriminative models

In a GAN, two models are trained simultaneously; a generative model, G,
and a discriminative model, D. For example, the goal is to create music
with this network. The generative model is seeded with random noise,
and outputs examples of songs. The discriminative model is fed both the
samples from model G, and samples from a dataset of real songs, and its
purpose is to classify whether the sample it is evaluating is real or fake.

Figure 4.7: Flowchart of a GAN.
Both models are trained with backpropagation. During backpropagation, G’s incentive is to maximize the probability that D classifies incorrectly. And D’s motivation is the opposite. The authors of the original
GAN-paper explain the procedure like this: “The generative model can be
thought of as analogous to a team of counterfeiters, trying to produce fake
currency and use it without detection, while the discriminative model is
analogous to the police, trying to detect the counterfeit currency.” [41].

4.3.2

Latent variable interpolation

In general, probabilistic models are modelled as a collection of observable
( x ), and hidden, or latent (z) variables [59]. Both GANs and VAEs use
latent variables to downsample the true data distribution. For a VAE, input
data is transformed into latent variables, and then mapped from these
latent variables back to the true data distribution. The GAN use latent
variables to map from noise into true data. With the GAN, mapping is done
with the generator. While in the VAE, mapping is done with a decoder (see
Section 4.4.4).
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The model DCGAN [103] from 2016, by Alan Radford and Luke Metz,
show
one example on latent variable interpolation on bedroom images (see
Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2016
Figure 4.8). The example show that with interpolating between different
representations of bedrooms, all transitions appear plausible.
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Figure 4.9: Feature extraction in DCGAN [103].
to try to generate music” [96]. The network was trained on raw audio, and
created melodies in raw audio domain. This method inspired another team,
at Research Center for IT innovation in Taiwan, to try GANs for music
creation in the symbolic domain. They released the model MidiNet in 2017,
approximately
a year after
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4.3.4

Mode collapse

Despite GANs impressive results in both image and music creation, the
model have two dominant disadvantages, that still is a subject for research.
These are mode collapse and unstable training. Mode collapse is a situation
that may arise during training. That is when the generator produce similar
outputs with very small diversity. It still manages to fool the discriminator,
but it fails to learn to represent the whole data distribution.

4.3.5

Unstable training

Goodfellow has commented on the unstable traning of GANs. Gradient
descent does not guarantee finding the Nash equilibrium. “Sometimes
gradient descent does this, sometimes it doesn’t”, he states [40]. Meaning
that training a GAN is relatively hard, as there is no guarantees that the
Nash equilibrium is found. Salimans et.al. have discussed this further in
Improving Techniques for training GANs.
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They exemplify the problem of finding Nash equilibrium in a noncooperative game.
For example, when one player minimizes xy with respect to x
and another player minimizes -xy with respect to y,
gradient descent enters a stable orbit, rather than converging to
x = y = 0 [110].
Illustrated, this gives:
f 0 ( x ) = xy
f 1 ( x ) = − xy
Where f 0 ( x ) change x to minimize xy, and f 1 ( x ) change y to minimize
-xy. Their derivatives are:
δ f0 (x)
=y
δx
δ f1 (x)
= −x
δy
f 0 ( x ) is updated with x − η · y and f 1 ( x ) is updated with y − η · x in
each iteration, where η is the learning rate. When x and y have different
signs, the gradient updates cause oscillations that increase over time [133].

Figure 4.10: Oscillating gradients in GAN [133].

4.3.6

Wasserstein distance to avoid mode collapse

Martin Arjovsky et.al. investigate the benefits of using Wasserstein
distance instead of Jensen-Shannon divergence in the paper Wasserstein
GAN [6]. They explore a setting where both probability distributions P
and Q are disjoint.

∀( x, y) ∈ P, x = 0 and y ∼ U (0, 1)

(4.8)

In this case, there is no overlap between the distributions when θ 6= 0
(see Figure 4.11). In that case, Kullback-Liebler goes towards infinity and
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∀( x, y) ∈ Q, x = θ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 and y ∼ U (0, 1)

(4.9)

Jensen-Shannon is not differentiable in θ = 0. But, the Wasserstein function
provides a smooth computation, which is necessary for a stable update of
the gradients [133].

Figure 1: These plots show ρ(Pθ , P0 ) as a function of θ when ρ is the EM distance (left

plot) or the JS divergence (right plot). The EM plot is continuous and provides a usable
Figure 4.11: W-distance
(left) and JS-divergence (right) for ρ(Pθ , P0 ) as a
gradient everywhere. The JS plot is not continuous and does not provide a usable gradient.
function of θ. W-distance is continuous, while JS has a sudden jump in
intersection contained in a set of measure zero. This happens to be the case when
θ = 0.
two low dimensional manifolds intersect in general position [1].

Since the Wasserstein distance is much weaker than the JS distance3 , we can now
ask whether W (Pr , Pθ ) is a continuous loss function on θ under mild assumptions.
This, and more, is true, as we now state and prove.

In their results, Wasserstein seems to give a more stable optimization.
Theorem 1. Let P be a fixed distribution over X . Let Z be a random variable
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(Z). Then,
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d

θ

θ

θ

1. If g is continuous in θ, so is W (Pr , Pθ ).

4.4

2. If g is locally Lipschitz and satisfies regularity assumption 1, then W (Pr , Pθ )
is continuous everywhere, and differentiable almost everywhere.

Autoencoders
3. Statements 1-2 are false for the Jensen-Shannon divergence JS(P , P ) and
r

θ

all the KLs.
Proof.
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The argument for why this happens, and indeed how we arrived to the idea that Wasserstein
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is a selfreader who is not afraid of the mathematics to go through it.
By a feedforward neural network we mean a function composed by affine transformations and
pointwise nonlinearities
supervised algorithm
[21]. which are smooth Lipschitz functions (such as the sigmoid, tanh, elu,
softplus, etc). Note: the statement is also true for rectifier nonlinearities but the proof is more
technical (even though very similar) so we omit it.
An autoencoder
consists of three parts: an encoder, a latent code and a
decoder. Depending on the motivation
behind the autoencoder, the latent
5
code may have smaller or larger dimensionality than the input and output
layers [42, p.500-501].
4

θ

z∼p(z)

3

4

Figure 4.12: General representation of autoencoder.
In general, the encoder alters the dimensionality of the input, di , to a
fixed size vector, or latent space representation with dimension dl . Then,
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the decoder reconstructs the input based on this latent space. The only
requirement for an autoencoder is that the output dimension is the same as
the input dimension [27].
Latent space dimensionality
In an undercomplete autoencoder, dl < di , the latent space captures the most
noticeable features of the training data. While in a regularizing autoencoder,
dl > di , the network is encouraged to learn other properties than the ones
required to copy input to output. These properties are for instance the
sparsity of the representation, smallness of the derivatives, robustness to
noise and missing inputs [42, p. 501].

4.4.1

Variational autoencoders

While an autoencoder maps the input to a fixed vector, a variational
autencoder maps the input to a distribution. The idea of variational
autoencoders was first published by Diedrik P. Kingma and Max Welling
in 2014, with the title Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes [132]. The authors ask
the question:
How can we perform efficient inference and learning in directed
probabilistic models, in the presence of continuous latent
variables with intractable posterior distributions, and large
datasets?
Prior and posterior probability
A prior probability is a subjective estimate, before any experiments has
been made. The posterior probability is the probability of an event
happening, after all the evidence is taken into account [74, p. 101]. When
modelling real-world data, the posterior distribution may be too complex
to model. Therefore the posterior distribution is intractable. The question
asked by Kingma and Welling is then; how can we learn and draw
conclusions about a system that is too complex to model precisely?

4.4.2

Inference as an optimization method

The method used for variational autoencoders is known as Mean-Field
Approximation or Variational lower bound [59]. This method rewrites a
statistical inference problem to an optimization problem. The idea is to
perform inference on a set of known distributions, Q, all with a fixed
set of parameters, (µ, σ2 ), to find the q ∈ Q that is most similar to the
true distribution p [69]. Then, it is possible to get approximate solutions
by querying q instead of p. Adjusting the parameters of q is done by
sampling from the true distribution p, and updating the parameters (µ, σ2 )
of q, in a method called Bayesian inference. Bayesian inference is the
method of updating a hypothesis as more evidence come to light [11]. The
parameters are updated applying reverse Kullback Liebler divergence (see
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Section 4.2.2) [67]. The many unknown distributions are all assumed to be
Gaussian for real-valued data, both pθ (z), pθ ( x |z), pθ (z| x ) and qφ (z| x ) [59].
Note that since pθ ( x ) is intractable, the posterior distribution pθ (z| x ) is also
intractable, and therefore qφ (z| x ) is used as an approximation instead [72,
p. 68].

4.4.3

Latent variables

In an encoder/decoder-network, the hidden variables are the latent ones,
and the observable are the input and output. The latent variables hold
information about the different features for the output. Table 4.1 display
different features for describing music. In addition to the notes themselves,
music holds information that may be difficult to describe in a discrete
manner.
Feature
Rhythm
Dynamics
Melody
Harmony
Tone color
Texture
Form

Related term
beat, meter, tempo, syncopation, polyrythm
crescendo, descendo, forte, piano, etc
pitch, range, theme
chord, progression, key, tonality, consonance, dissonance
register, range
monophonic, polyphonic, homophonic
binary, ternary, strophic, etc

Table 4.1: Musical features [58] that could be learned by a VAE. We might
expect that the latent space would represent some of these features.

4.4.4

VAE optimization

The method for optimizing in a VAE is visualized as a two part system (see
Figure 4.13), like the autoencoder.

Figure 4.13: Graphical model of variational autoencoder. The dashed lines
indicate the variational approximation, and the solid lines indicate the
generative process.
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Explained in autoencoder terms, the two processes are:
Encoder - variational approximation qφ (z| x ) to true posterior, pθ (z| x )
[72, p. 71]. Parameters are called variational parameters, with
notation φ.
Decoder - generative model, pθ ( x |z) [72, p. 71]. Generates outputs,
x, from latent vectors z. Parameters are called generative
parameters, with notation θ.

Figure 4.14: Visualization of the encoder and decoder network in a
variational autoencoder.

4.4.5

The variational lower bound

The variational autoencoder seek to maximize the log likelihood of data
point x, log pθ ( x ). In Equation 4.10, Bayes’ rule is used to rewrite pθ ( x ).
This is used to represent the data likelihood in Equation 4.11 [72, p. 82].
pθ ( x ) · pθ (z| x )
pθ (z)
pθ ( x |z) · pθ (z)
pθ ( x ) =
pθ (z| x )

pθ ( x |z) =

(4.10)

The two first terms on the right hand side is what’s known as the
variational lower bound, or evidence lower bound, ELBO [59]. Rewriting
the function, for clarity:
The log likelihood of data point x is thus described by two parts:
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log pθ ( x ) =

Ez ∼ qφ (z| x) [log pθ ( x (i) )]
log pθ ( x |z) · pθ (z)
]
pθ (z| x )
log pθ ( x |z) · pθ (z) qφ (z| x )
Ez [
·
]
pθ (z| x )
qφ (z| x )

= Ez [
=

= Ez [log pθ ( x |z)] − Ez [log

(4.11)

qφ (z| x )
q φ ( z | x (i ) )
] + Ez [log
]
pθ (z)
pθ (z| x )

= Ez [log pθ ( x |z)] − DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z))
+ DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z| x ))
log pθ ( x ) = L + DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z| x ))

(4.12)

Part 1:

Ez [log pθ ( x |z)] − DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z)):
the variational lower bound, L. The expected value of the output
from the generative model is the reconstruction accuracy. This,
minus the distance between the approximated conditional z and
the prior z, is the lower bound. Both these distributions are
Gaussians, so this KL divergence has a closed form-solution [72,
p. 79].

Part 2:

+ DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z| x )):
The distance between the approximated conditional z-distribution
and the true conditional z-distribution. The approximated (z| x ) is
a Gaussian, while the true distribution is intractable. Therefore,
this term is not computable.

As KL divergence always is ≥ 0, this leads to L ≤ log pθ ( x ). Because
of this, L is named the lower bound on the solution. The variational lower
bound is the limit to how close the prior distribution can get to the posterior
distribution. As the difference between the lower bound and the data log
likelihood is the KL divergence between the true and the approximated
conditional z-distribution, this means that L = log pθ ( x ), if (and only if)
the distributions are equal [137].

4.4.6

The reparameterization trick

As the last KL term in 4.12 is intractable and not computable, the goal is
to maximize L [72, p. 79]. By maximizing the lower bound, the likelihood
of the data points increase. The KL divergence in the lower bound can
be integrated analytically, so that only the reconstruction error has to be
estimated by sampling [132]. But, the prior z is stochastic (sampled from
a Gaussian), meaning that it is changing with every iteration, regardless
of the input. Using a fixed input, presented to the network through
many iterations would still give various outputs. It is as sending a clear
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signal through a noisy channel. A fully stochastic node like this is not
differentiable.

Figure 4.15: Graphical model of stochastic node.
Reparameterization is the method of rewriting statistical problems. It
means to define a new function that describes the original function with
new parameters [134]. A subset of reparameterizing tricks is to substitute
a variate by a deterministic transformation of a simpler variate [91].
These transformations involve combining the parameters of the desired
distribution with a base distribution, p(e), where e is easy to sample from
the distribution. Combining the parameters, and this e, gives the desired
distribution, p(z). Specifically, for a Gaussian distribution [91]:
p(z; θ)
N (µ; σ2 )

Base p(e)
e ∼ N (0; 1)

Rewritten as
µ+σ e

Table 4.2: Reparameterizing a Gaussian distribution
The lower bound function for datapoint x (i) is as seen in Equation 4.13
[132]:

L(θ, φ; x (i) ) '

1
2

J

∑ (1 + log((µ j

(i ) 2

(i )

(i )

) ) − (σj )2 − (µ j )2 )+

j =1

1 L
log pθ ( x (i) |z(i,l ) )
L l∑
=1
where z(i,l ) = µ(i) + σ(i)

e(l ) and e(l ) ∼ N (0, I).
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(4.13)

Figure 4.16: Graphical model of deterministic node.
The first RHS term is the analytic integration of the KL divergence, and
the second term is the reparameterized sample of expected output. The
symbol ”'” describe that the LHS and RHS are homotopically equivalent.
This means that one mathematical object can be continuously transformed
into the other, and is an implication of the reparameterization [129].

4.4.7

Disentangled variational autoencoder

Recent research [15] has been looking into the information bottleneck of
the variational autoencoder, and ways to optimize it. When optimizing
the lower bound, KL-divergence is zero when qφ (z| x ) = pθ (z), meaning
that µi = 0 and σi = 1, ∀i. This means that the latent channels are
forced to encode all data points with µ = 0 and σ = 1 . The way to
increase the capacity of the latent channels is by scattering the means for the
datapoints, or decreasing the standard deviations, but this leads to a higher
KL-divergence. This bottleneck enforce an embedding in which adjacency
in latent space implies adjacency in data space. On the other hand, this
may lead to overlapping encoded distributions that will give a higher cost
on the log-likelihood, due to reduced discriminability.
The mentioned study propose that a the KL-term alone puts too little
pressure on enforcing this adjacency constraint. With a high KL-term, they
postulate that only information about the data points that give significant
improvement in log-likelihood is encoded.
γ · | DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z) − C |
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(4.14)

The authors suggest a flexible KL-term (see equation 4.14), annealing its
value from a large value to a smaller one during optimization. The C is a
selected KL-divergence value, while γ is the weight of the KL-penalty. This
method force the latent space to first encode the most important features,
and then slowly adding features that improve reconstruction accuracy.
The results from their experiments show that this method encode more
information, and produce a smoother latent dimension.

4.4.8

Posterior collapse

In RNN autoencoders, the decoder model may have so many neurons
that it learns to memorize the entire training set. This means that it can
reproduce sequences, independent of the latent vector, and thus ignore the
latent vector. This is what’s known as the posterior collapse [104]. A proposed
solution is to introduce a lossy representation of the data [19]. For LSTMs,
dropout on the internal gates, and not the cell state, has seemingly the best
results [20].

4.4.9

Summary

This chapter gives an overview of today’s state-of-the-art models for
generative modelling, namely GANs and VAEs. The core strengths and
weaknesses for both models are mentioned. In the remainder of the thesis,
the focus will be on the VAE method applied to the problem of wellstructured musical composition.
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Chapter 5

Methods
We cannot predict the future,
but we can invent it.
Dennis Gabor [24, p. 210]

In this chapter, the three main inspirations for the thesis’ novel
architecture are explained. Disclosed chronologically, two VAE models
from Google Brain are first discussed, then the World Model. Lastly,
the novel architecture Mixture Composer VAE or MCVAE is explained,
visualized, and its choice of hyperparameters justified.
The solution used in this thesis builds on three existing machine learning
frameworks; SketchRNN and MusicVAE from the Google Brain Team, and
David Ha and Jürgen Schmidhuber’s World Model. In 2017 and 2018,
the Google Brain Team produced SketchRNN and MusicVAE, two VAEarchitectures for generative sequence modeling that combined outlines the
VAE architecture applied in this thesis. In MusicVAE, the authors seek to
improve the formal VAE’s ability to predict long term sequences, by adding
a hierarchical ”conductor” RNN between the latent layer and the decoder
(see Figure 5.3).
In this thesis, a novel solution to the hierarchical composer network
is proposed (see Figure 5.11), by exchanging the RNN composer with
a MDRNN. This idea stems from Ha and Schmidhuber’s World Model
(Figure 5.6), in which a reinforcement learning system use a MDRNN to
predict latent vector representations of the ”real world” environment the
agent operates in. The novel solution in this thesis is named MCVAE.

5.1

SketchRNN

SketchRNN originates from the paper A Neural Representation of Sketch
Drawings by David Ha and Douglas Eck (2017) [46]. SketchRNN is
constructed as a one layer bidirectional RNN-encoder (see Figure 5.1), and
a one layer unidirectional RNN-decoder (Figure 5.2). The layers are of
size 512 and 2048, respectively, and the latent layer is size 128. They
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use a Gaussian Mixture Model on the decoder output, that takes the
softmax output, y, and a temperature parameter, T that affects the softmax
sampling, when creating the next data point. The sampled z from the
encoder, and a ”start of sequence”-token is concatenated as input to the
decoder. The sampled z is also squashed through a tanh-gate to initialize
the hidden states and cell states in the decoder.

3.2

Sketch-RNN

Figure 5.1: SketchRNN encoderFigure
architecture,
reproduced from
[46]
2: Schematic
diagram

of sketch-rnn.

Our model is a Sequence-to-Sequence Variational Autoencoder (VAE), simi
described in [2, 15]. Our encoder is a bidirectional RNN [21] that takes in a s
outputs a latent vector of size Nz . Specifically, we feed the sketch sequence,
sketch sequence in reverse order, Sreverse , into two encoding RNNs that mak
RNN, to obtain two final hidden states:
h→ = encode→ (S), h← = encode← (Sreverse ), h = [ h→

We take this final concatenated hidden state, h, and project it into two vectors
Nz , using a fully connected layer. We convert σ̂ into a non-negative standard
σ using an exponential operation. We use µ and σ, along with N (0, I), a ve
variables of size Nz , to construct a random vector, z ∈ RNz , as in the approac
 σ̂ 
µ = Wµ h + bµ , σ̂ = Wσ h + bσ , σ = exp
, z =µ+σ
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5.2

MusicVAE

MusicVAE stems from the paper A Hierarchical Latent Vector Model for
Learning Long-Term Structure in Music by Adam Roberts, Jesse Engel, et.al
(2018) [104].
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Figure 5.3: MusicVAE architecture, reproduced from [104]
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the latent layer. The MusicVAE only anneal β from 0-0.2, meaning that this
model mostly emphasize reconstruction accuracy.

5.2.2

Flat model vs. hierarchical model

In the MusicVAE-paper, the hierarchical model is compared to a ”flat”
model to endorse the need for the hierarchy. All melodies in the data
set have 44 time signature, resulting in 16 sixteenth-notes per bar. The
models were compared on 16-bar melodies, meaning 256 notes. The flat
model output the whole melody without any hierarchical dependencies.
While the MusicVAE output the melody with a hierarchical dependency
for every 2 bars (32 notes). The models were evaluated quantitatively (see
Figure 5.4) on latent space interpolation between real data points, using
a language model probability evaluation, and secondly by computing
hamming distance. In these evaluations, the hierarchical model produced
the most probable melodies when interpolating. The Hamming distance
varies monotonically for both models, but the hierarchical decoder has
a lower intercept, this is explained as a result of better reconstruction
accuracy.

Figure 5.4: Results for quantitative evaluation of true data interpolation,
and latent space interpolation with the flat model versus the MusicVAE,
reproduced from [104].
Secondly, the model was evaluated with human annotators performing
a listening test. The flat and hierarchical model composed 30 second
compositions of three types: monotonic melody, trio (polyphonic melody)
and a monotonic drum composition. The listeners were asked to evaluate
pairs of compositions. The pairs were of melodies from the true data set,
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compared to either an example from the flat or the hierarchical model.
The listeners were asked to evaluate which model was more musical, on
a Likert-type scale. The comparisons show that the hierarchical model
produced more musical results than the flat one, and the composed drum
sequences were even higher rated than real data. These results suggest
that a hierarchical intermediate layer for algorithmic composition helps to
preserve information about melodic structure, in a better way than just the
VAE alone.

Figure 5.5: Results from listening tests evaluation comparison of true
melodies, and melodies from the flat model and MusicVAE, reproduced
from [104]. This shows the number of times that each of the two models or
a true melody, was considered most musical by the participants.

5.3

World Models

The World Model is an architecture from the paper World Models by David
Ha and Jürgen Schmidhuber (2018) (Figure 5.6). The model solved a
reinforcement learning task of playing two video games VizDoom [135] and
CarRacing-v0 [18]. The World Model learns a compressed representation
of the RL-environment with self-supervised learning, and then train a
subsystem on features extracted from this learning. The subsystem is
trained to predict the next feature in a sequence, and then transfer this
feature along with the previous feature into an action for the RL-agent.
The features in this context is latent vectors from a convolutional VAE. The
subsystem part that learns to predict latent vectors is an MDRNN. It is
this part of the subsystem (Figure 5.7) that is adopted into the The Musical
World Model in this thesis, the MCVAE.

5.4

Novel solution: MCVAE

The Mixture Composer VAE, MCVAE (Figure 5.11) is a variational autoencoder for symbolic music modelling, with a mixture density network that governs the latent vector sequences, similar to Ha’s World
Model (the model can be found at https://github.com/vikrosj/
music-variational-autoencoders). In contrast to the World Model, the
MCVAE use a RNN network in the VAE, rather than a CNN. The MCVAE
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2.4. Putting V, M, and C Together
The following flow diagram illustrates how V, M, and C
interacts
with the environment:
Figure 5. Flow diagram of a Variational Autoencoder (VAE).
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rather be performed in further works.

Figure 5.8: Stacked bidirectional LSTMs [139], in the MCVAE encoder.

5.4.1

VAE hyperparameter choices

In the hyperparameter-tests, sizes of 512 (Figure 6.2d) and 1024 (Figure
6.2e) were the ones with a clear indication of learning for the first 200
epochs. But, for size 1024, the network converged at 70% after 50 epochs,
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Figure 5.9: Stacked unidirectional LSTMs in the MCVAE decoder.

Figure 5.10: Mixture density network composer in MCVAE.

and didn’t improve much for consecutive epochs. Encoder/decoder size
of 512 showed a steady rate of learning for all 200 epochs, ending at
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Figure 5.11: Full VAE with MDRNN sequence prediction.
an accuracy of 20% (Figure 6.2d), while sizes 64, 128 and 256 showed
serrated learning curves and did not achieve more than 3.5% accuracy at
their best (Figures 6.2a, 6.2b, 6.2c, respectively). The latent dimension size
didn’t appear to have a great impact on the networks accuracy (Figure 6.3),
therefore the smallest size (in this trial) was selected. The results from the
hyperparameter-tuning is discussed further in Section 6.2.
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Chapter 6

Experiments
You know my method. It is
founded upon the observation
of trifles.
Sherlock Holmes, The adventures of
Sherlock Holmes [25]

In this chapter, explanation of and results from all experiments is
collected. First, an explanation of how the MIDI files were converted into a
dataset for the VAE. Then, how the hyperparameter-tuning was conducted,
with a following result evaluation. Explanation on the two choices of
model evaluation: human critics and n-gram evaluation. Followed by
results from the model evaluations, and finally a summary of the results.

6.1

Dataset

The dataset consist of 10k songs from a subreddit on reddit.com, named
WeAreTheMusicMakers, posted by a user named midi man [123]. The
dataset has been constructed by crawling a large number of websites and
eliminating any duplicate files with a checksum function. All songs are
from publicly available midi repositories. Originally, the dataset consists
of 130k songs, but due to time constraints in parsing and translating the
files to note vectors, 10k songs was set as a maximum.

6.1.1

Slicing songs into bars

The songs are sliced into arrays of 16 digits, each digit representing one
16th note, or semiquaver. Meaning that one vector is a bar, for a melody
with a 44 time signature. While the creators of the MusicVAE chose only 44
songs, that selection has not been done for this thesis. Therefore, a 16 note
vector in this case may represent an incomplete bar, or an ”overcomplete”
bar, as well as a complete bar. The LSTM in the VAE is only concerned with
learning sequences of numbers, so the underlying time signature for the
notes could be unimportant. The question is whether the time steps for the
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LSTM has to be of same length or if it’s enough that they are consecutive
actions. This could be a topic for further investigation in later works.
The MIDI range
The maximum MIDI note range is from 0 to 127, with the frequency range
8,18-13289,75 Hz [89]. The most common range is for the piano, with MIDI
range from 21-108 and frequency range 27,5-4186,01 Hz (from A2 to C8).
For the note arrays, the full MIDI range was chosen. In addition to these
128 numbers, two more events were needed to encode tempo in a song,
NOTE OFF and NO EVENT. The events are encoded with 128 and 129,
respectively. The idea for this kind of encoding were first publicly shared
by the creators of MelodyRNN and inspired the preprocessing method for
MIDIs used here [1]. Lastly, to enable the decoder to create music without
conditioning it on a note, a ”start of sequence” event was added to the
vocabulary, encoded with the number 130. Figure 6.1 illustrates how two
bars are translated with this framework.

Figure 6.1: Sheet music translated to a note vector. For the input of the
LSTM, the full song is sliced into 1 × 16 vectors.

6.2

Hyperparameter tuning for VAE

To decide hyperparameters for the VAE, a hyperparameter test of varying
encoder/decoder sizes and latent dimension sizes was performed. The
motivation was to find the best combination of encoder/decoder size and
latent dimension. Different size for encoder and decoder in the same
model were not considered, due to time constraints. The evaluation was
divided in two: first, a fixed encoder/decoder size against a varying latent
dimension (Figure 6.2). Secondly, a fixed latent dimension against varying
encoder/decoder sizes (Figure 6.3). The network was trained for 200
epochs for each combination. The sizes for both encoder/decoder layers
and latent layer were [64, 128, 256, 512, 1024].

6.2.1

Evaluating the results

Evaluating the results, it appears that the number of encoder/decoder units
are important for the accuracy of the net. Size 1024 showed the steepest learning curve for the first 50 epochs (see Figure 6.2e), regardless of
the latent dimension (see Figure 6.3. But, the method also appear to converge at approximately 70% accuracy after 50 epochs, and then not improve
much for the next 150 epochs. Encoder/decoder sizes 64, 128 and 256 all
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(a) Encoder: 64

(b) Encoder: 128

(c) Encoder: 256

(d) Encoder: 512

(e) Encoder: 1024

Figure 6.2: Holding encoder/decoder dimension fixed, and varying the
latent dimension. The smoothed line is a fitted 3-dimensional polynomial,
created by averaging each point xi by all points ± 25 from xi . This method
is also known as Savitzky-Golay filtering [100, p. 650]. The errorbar is given
by the standard deviation for the current distribution.

show signs of unstable learning, as the smoothed 3-dimensional polynomials all are serrated for all 200 epochs (Figures 6.2a, 6.2b, 6.2c, respectively).
The maximum accuracy for the three methods are respectively 1.4%, 1.5%
and 3.5%, approximately. Encoder/decoder size 512 (Figure 6.2d) show
a steady rate of learning, as it did not converge during the 200 epochs of
hyperparameter-tuning, and the smoothed signal is less serrated than for
the smaller encoder/decoder sizes. The accuracy appear to be climbing
steadily, and ending up at 20% accuracy after 200 epochs. Therefore, 512
was chosen as the encoder/decoder size. The latent dimension size didn’t
appear to have a great impact on the networks accuracy (Figure 6.3), there63

fore the smallest size (in this trial) was selected. Possibly, the size could
have been reduced even more for the latent dimension, too increase its ability to be a bottleneck for the input data. This can be investigated in further
works. The selected sizes after the hyperparameter-tests were:
Encoder/decoder: 512
Latent dimension: 64

(a) Latent: 64

(b) Latent: 128

(c) Latent: 256

(d) Latent: 512

(e) Latent: 1024

Figure 6.3: Holding latent dimension fixed, and varying the encoder /
decoder size.

6.3

Training a MDN

After training the VAE, a dataset for the MDRNN was created by inferring
z-vectors for all songs in the dataset (≥ 16 bars) and saving these for each
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song. The MDRNN was then trained to predict the next zn+1 given a zn (see
Figure 3.8) .
During this process, it was discovered that the dataset had some
dominating outliers. While most of the songs had number of bars in the
range [70-120], some songs were around 1000 bars, and one song had 88000
bars. Elaboration on this discovery, its impact and suggested solutions are
discussed further in Section 7.1. Before training the MDN to create music
for the human annotators, the dataset was processed, removing all songs
with a bar length above 339 bars, or 3 · 113, where 113 is the average song
length of the top 100 song on iTunes in 2012, this is explained further in
Section 7.1.

6.4

Evaluating the models

Generative models exist with a variety of applications; compression,
denoising and unsupervised feature learning, to name a few. Good
performance at one field does not directly imply good performance in
another field. It is therefore recommended that the model is evaluated
directly with regards to the application it is intended for [124]. To generate
music or images with a neural network involves unsupervised feature
learning. The model learns the underlying features that make up the data
set, and can create new samples from these features. In this field, human
annotators are often used as evaluation metric, to evaluate the quality of the
samples. Both WaveNet [97], MusicVAE [104], MidiNet [136] and RoboJam
[81] use human critics for their evaluations. All of these, except MusicVAE,
ask the human critics questions where the response is given in a Likert-type
scale with five scales.
After training the model, the true data is represented in a latent space
which one can draw samples from. The metric for checking the generative
quality of the model is by evaluating the samples from this space. It should
contain both a representation of the real data, and new data points with
similar features as the real data. If this is the case, then we can say that the
model has generalized the data well. Human annotators usually evaluate
whether the generated output is distinguishable from real data. While
interpolation is a method to evaluate the space between real data points.
David Berthelot et al. at Google Brain define high-quality interpolation
with two characteristics:
First, that intermediate points along the interpolation are indistinguishable from real data; and second, that the intermediate
points provide a semantically smooth morphing between the
endpoints [7].
The metric “semantically smooth morphing“ is problem-dependent.
Here too, human annotators are used to evaluate how meaningful the
interpolation is. Latent space interpolation is typically used in generative
modelling of images, like DCGAN [103], IcGAN (an invertible GAN for
image editing) [98], and DiscoGAN (a GAN for discovering cross-domain
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features in images) [66]. But, in MusicVAE [104], latent space interpolation
was also used for evaluating the interpolation between true data points.
After training the VAE, the model was evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively, based on the mentioned methods. The qualitative assessment consisted of a human evaluation, while the quantitative assessment
was a probability evaluation using a 5-gram model, performed on latent
space interpolation.

6.4.1

Human annotators

8 people with a musical background (either band or orchestra members)
participated in evaluating 10 songs: 5 from the VAE and 5 from the MDN.
The 5 examples for the VAE and MCVAE evaluation were created by
seeding the models with the first bar from the same 5 sample songs from
the true dataset. Then, both models inferred melodies of 25 bars, for each
sample song. During listening to the music from the outputs, the songs
had a noticeably large range that sounded unnatural. Because of this, the
darkest notes were transposed up two octaves (+24) and the brightest notes
were transposed down two octaves (-24) during preparation. The human
critics were asked to evaluate 6 statements in a Likert type-scale. The
question topics are inspired by [81] and [83].
The statements were:
1. The compositions had a high musical quality (quality) .
2. The compositions showed musical creativity (creativity).
3. The compositions had a melody (melody).
4. The compositions had a good musical structure (structure).
5. The compositions seem easy to play (technical structure).
6. The melodies from the model seem similar (similarity).

6.4.2

Language model evaluation

The quantitative evaluation was a probability evaluation using a n-grammodel with n = 5. A n-gram model is a language model, that computes
the probabilities of a n-length sequence, using the Markov assumption. The
Markov assumption states that the probability of an element only depends
on the n-1 previous elements [32].
P(w1 , ..., wn ) ≈

∏ P(wi |wi−n+1 , ..., wi−1 )

(6.1)

i

The 5-gram probabilities were computed by linearly interpolating in
the latent space representations for the five first bars of 200 real songs. 100
songs in Set A, and 100 songs in Set B. Interpolation of the latent vectors
was performed with Equation 6.2. Interpolation was done with intercept
degree α ∈ [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]. Equation 6.2 describes the interpolation
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between the latent vectors for song a ∈ Set A, and song b ∈ Set B. Equation
6.3 describes the true data interpolation (tdii ). Results from interpolating
between the melodies in true data space is presented in Figure 6.6, for
comparison with the generative models.
z i = α · z a i + ( 1 − α ) · z bi

(6.2)

tdii = α · ai + (1 − α) · bi

(6.3)

Figure 6.6 show that the true songs (on the ends A and B), have a
low probability on average, around 35%. Indicating that many of the
true melodies are considered unlikely by the 5-gram-model. This could
mean that some sequences of notes have a much higher probability than
others. There is no visible change in probability before α = 0.5 in which
the melodies are combined 50/50. This results in especially unlikely songs.
It appears that on average are songs in Set B slightly less likely than the
songs in Set A, and as long as the interpolated song has above 70% of a
song from one section present, this song is dominating the outcome. This
could mean the songs have somewhat similar structure, or contain many
of the same notes, and therefore mixing them slightly does not give very
different results.

6.5
6.5.1

Evaluating VAE outputs
Human annotators

The results from the evaluation (Figure 6.4) show that the music from the
VAE was lacking in both melody and quality, and the melodies seemed
hard to play. The majority agreed that the songs seemed to be similar,
created with the same kind of structure. The participants were asked to
add their observations, if they had any. The feedback pointed out that the
melodies contained a valid bass line. But, the range of notes in one song
was considered to be too spread. The melodies seemed to be composed for
multiple musicians at once. One also mentioned that if the patterns had
been repeated more, then the melodies could sound ”human”. But, the
overall feedback was that the melodies sounded random.

6.5.2

Language model evaluation

Conditional interpolation
Using the five first bars’ latent vectors from set A and set B, new latent
vectors were constructed by linearly interpolating between z a and zb (see
Algorithm 1). The decoder inferred the melody based on these vectors, and
then the probability of the melody was computed using the 5-gram model.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the conditional interpolation for the VAE.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

procedure N- GRAM(A, B)
for all a,b pairs in A,B do
α = 0.1
for i in range 5 do
pred song = []
for j in range 5 do
z = α· z a[j] + (1- α) · z b[j]
predict sequence, length 16
pred song.append(sequence)
end for
compute n-gram for pred song
α+ = 0.2
end for
end for
end procedure

The results from the language model (Figure 6.9) show that the
interpolation in the latent space produce on average melodies with a low
probability, the mean lays approximately around 20%, and the median is
even lower than that. As the VAE predict songs with lower probability than
the original ones (Figure 6.6), this indicates that interpolation in z-space is
not directly translated to interpolation in data space. It could also mean
that the latent vectors does not represent the data as they should, or that the
models weights aren’t adjusted properly. Although the model was trained
until accuracy was high and loss was low, this does not necessarily mean
that the VAE generalizes well. If the data is biased, the VAE will be biased.
The KL-penalty may also be too low, as is postulated in Section 4.4.7, and
therefore will the latent space encode information that is not relevant for
reconstruction.
Unconditional interpolation
For the unconditional interpolation, the VAE was fed the first vector from
song a and b, and then inferred a sequence length of 400 timesteps,
meaning 25 bars (see Algorithm 2).
The results from unconditional latent space interpolation (Figure 6.9)
show that the probability of the outputs are averaging just below 60%,
which is much higher than the conditional interpolation. But the variance
in the data range from very low to very high. By only conditioning the VAE
with a starting vector, z, it appears to struggle with making melodies with
a consistent structure. The VAE should not be expected to perform better
than true data, but by using the logic that a VAE can infer new melodies,
one could expect that it would be able to create songs with somewhat the
same structure as it’s input vector. These results indicate that the VAE
doesn’t follow the structure of the input vector for a full sequence, creating
output that is considered to be either very unlikely or very likely. For the
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the unconditional interpolation for the VAE.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure N- GRAM(A, B)
for all a,b pairs in A,B do
α = 0.1
for i in range 5 do
z = α· z a[0] + (1- α) · z b[0]
predict sequence, length 80
compute n-gram for sequence
α+ = 0.2
end for
end for
end procedure

two outermost interpolations (α = 0.9 and α = 0.1), 50% of the values has a
probability close to 90%, while the probabilities below the median are very
spread. This result is almost the same for all of the interpolation sequences,
the bottom half of the results vary greatly, indicating that there is no clear
pattern in the musical creation process.

6.6
6.6.1

Evaluating MCVAE outputs
Human annotators

The 5 songs for the MCVAE evaluation were created with the same 5
sample songs as the ones used for conditioning the VAE. But, here, the
MDN predicted a sequence of 25 bars, only conditioned on the first latent
vector, and the decoder inferred the melodies based on this sequence of
latent vectors. The quality, melody and structure of this model was also
considered to be poor. But, the technical structure got a higher rating than
for the VAE. There were a majority agreement here as well that the melodies
sounded similar. The participants’ feedback showed that the melodies
appeared to have a little more musical quality than the VAE. The melodies
had fewer, and longer notes, and some rhythmic structure. One comment
noted that the model seemed to find some patterns, but didn’t evolve these.
The general assessment was that these songs also appeared random to the
human annotators.

6.6.2

Language model evaluation

The language model evaluation for this section was done both with the
MDN trained on inferred latent vectors (from the VAE) for the unprocessed
dataset, and the processed dataset. This is because the melodies for the
MDN evaluated by humans were created with the MDN trained on latent
vectors inferred from the processed dataset.
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Conditional inference
Conditional interpolation was done with Algorithm 3. The MCVAEresults for the unprocessed dataset (Figure 6.8) show on average the same
probabilities as songs in Set A and B. While the VAE performed with
even lower probability than the true data, the MDRNN appear to be able
to predict melodies with approximately the same probability as the ones
in the true data set. For interpolation degree α = 0.5, the MDRNN
predicts sequences that are more probable than the true data interpolation.
This may be due to the fact that the MDRNN has fewer number of
mixtures than the original z-vector, and by that creates more definite and
probable latent vectors. The MDRNN use 10 mixtures, while the original
latent vectors has dimensionality of 64. The MDRNN may be filtering
and improving the latent vector distributions to more clear and definite
probability distributions. Figures 6.7 and 6.11 show that the VAE with an
MDRNN for latent vector prediction produce more probable interpolations
between true songs than the VAE does alone.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for the conditional interpolation for MDN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

procedure N- GRAM(A, B)
for all a,b pairs in A,B do
α = 0.1
for i in range 5 do
pred song = []
pred song.append(α· z a[0] + (1- α) · z b[0])
for j in range (1,5) do
prev z = α· z a[j-1] + (1- α) · z b[j-1]
predict z from prev z
predict sequence from z
pred song.append(sequence)
end for
compute n-gram for pred song
α+ = 0.2
end for
end for
end procedure

Unconditional inference
Unconditional interpolation was done with Algorithm 4. The unconditional inference for the MCVAE (Figure 6.10) created sequences with a
mean of approximately 55% probability, which is more likely than the true
data points in set A and B, the true data-interpolation (Figure 6.6) and the
unconditional inference for the formal VAE (Figure 6.9). Additionally, 50%
of the data has a probability ranging from 50-70%. This is a much more stable result than that from the unconditional interpolation of the VAE, where
50% of the data was spread from approximately 20% probability to 90%
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probability. These results show that, even though the melodies from the
MCVAE were not regarded as much more pleasing than the VAE-melodies
by the human critics, they were on average more probable than true datainterpolation. The melodies in these samples were only conditioned on one
latent vector, and the rest of the melody was inferred by the MDRNN-layer.
The results from the interpolation in this case shows that the MDRNN produce latent vectors with a smooth transition and overall similar score in
probability. It is reasonable to assume that with a better representation of
data and a dataset with less noise, the MCVAE would compose melodies
which were even more probable, and that better captured a musical structure. Unconditional interpolation was also performed after the dataset was
cleaned for dominating melodies (mentioned in Section 6.3). The results
from this test show that the melodies here averaged approximately as the
melodies from the uncleaned set (see Figure 6.10), but the samples had
fewer outliers. This may be relating to the fact that the dataset this MCVAE was trained on also had fewer outliers than the original dataset.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for the unconditional interpolation for MDN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

procedure N- GRAM(A, B)
for all a,b pairs in A,B do
α = 0.1
for i in range 5 do
pred song = []
prev z = α· z a[0] + (1- α) · z b[0]
pred song.append(prev z)
for j in range (1,5) do
predict z from prev z
predict sequence from z
pred song.append(sequence)
prev z = z
end for
compute n-gram for pred song
α+ = 0.2
end for
end for
end procedure
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6.7

Summary of results

The MCVAE was rated higher than the formal VAE on structure, melody,
creativity and musical quality, by the human annotators, see Figures
6.4 and 6.5. In the conditional interpolation, the MCVAE (Figure 6.8)
performed better than the VAE (Figure 6.7) slightly below the true data
interpolation (Figure 6.6), but better than true data interpolation for
interpolation degree α = 0.5. The latent vector space from the MCVAE
appear to have smoother transitions of sequence interpolations than both
the true data and the VAE. For the unconditional inference, the VAE
performed extremely irregular (Figure 6.9), while the MCVAE created
sequences that were all more likely than the true data points in set A and
B (Figure 6.10). Unconditional inference by the MCVAE trained only on
samples from the cleaned dataset performed better than than the MCVAE
trained on the original, noisy dataset, as there were less outliers in the
samples (Figure 6.11). This appear to correlate with the fact that the dataset
this MCVAE was trained on had fewer outliers than the original dataset.

Figure 6.4: Results from the Likert type-scale evaluation of the 6 statements
in Section 6.4.1 for the formal VAE. On the x-axis are number of people.
Acronyms for the scale factors: SD: Strongly disagree, D: Disagree, N:
Neutral, A: Agree, SA: Strongly Agree.
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Figure 6.5: Results from the Likert type-scale evaluation of the 6 statements
in Section 6.4.1 for the MCVAE. On the x-axis are number of people.
Acronyms for the scale factors: SD: Strongly disagree, D: Disagree, N:
Neutral, A: Agree, SA: Strongly Agree.

Figure 6.6: Interpolating in true data space between songs in Set A and
songs in Set B.
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Figure 6.7: Interpolating in latent space with VAE, conditionally.

Figure 6.8: Interpolating in latent space with MCVAE, conditionally.
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Figure 6.9: Interpolating in latent space with VAE, unconditionally.

Figure 6.10: Interpolating in latent space with MCVAE, unconditionally.
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Figure 6.11: Interpolating in latent space with MCVAE, unconditionally,
after cleaning the dataset.
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Chapter 7

Discussion
Problems worthy of attack
prove their worth by fighting
back.
Piet Hein, Grooks 1 [52]

This chapter discuss the challenges with creating a dataset from MIDI
files for a neural network. It addresses a problem that occurred for this
thesis’ experiments with a noisy dataset. Then, some thoughts on range
selection and the premise that data for a VAE should be independent and
identically distributed - which time series data is not. Lastly, the point
from the introduction on the creativity criterion for a generative model is
discussed.
The results from a machine learning model is only as good as the data
it uses [17]. As the goal for this model was to be a versatile application
for creating music, that means that the samples in the dataset should be
somewhat evenly distributed - so no melody would have an increasingly
higher chance of being selected for each batch during training. A flaw in the
creation of the dataset used for this project was not ensuring this criterion.
The MIDI files in the Big Data Set were expected to have somewhat similar
lengths, and their sizes weren’t checked before pre-processing the data for
the MDN. While the evaluation supported the use of the MDN to help
govern structure, the VAE may produce more pleasing bars of music if it is
traines using a better structured dataset.

7.1

Dominating outliers

During the construction of the MDN dataset, the length of each song
was evaluated. This lead to the discovery that the data was unevenly
distributed. Creating a boxplot of the bar length distribution showed that
while the mean and median of the data appeared to lay close, some outliers
were dominating the data (see Figure 7.1).
The dataset’s common statistical metrics were:
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Figure 7.1: Boxplot of bar distribution in the dataset. The mean is
represented by a green triangle, median by a orange line and the outliers
as blue crosses.
Standard deviation

906.39

Median

82.0

Mean

95.76

Minimum value

1

Maximum value

88863

7.1.1

Computing average song length

The average song length for the top 100 songs on iTunes (in 2012) were at
226 seconds [5]. One bar equals 2 seconds [35], meaning that the average
song length would be around 113 bars. To evaluate the distribution of
bars in the songs of the dataset, the data was processed with two different
maximum values. One keeping everything less than 3 · 113, and another
keeping everything less than 2 · 133, 113 being the average song length top
100 songs on iTunes (in 2012), as mentioned.
Figure 7.2 show that while approximately the same amount of data
lies between the first and third quadrant, and their means and medians
are almost similar, the dataset with less than 3 · avg len has more outliers.
Plotting a histogram of the bar distribution for the two sets show the same
results (see Figure 7.3). Viewing Figure 7.3, it is apparent that there aren’t
many songs above the average song length.
Both the VAE and the MCVAE got feedback from human annotators
that the music sounded random, poorly structured and appeared to be
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Figure 7.2: Boxplot of bar distribution in the preprocessed dataset. The
mean is represented by a green triangle, median by a orange line and the
outliers as blue crosses.

Figure 7.3: Histogram of bar distribution in the two processed datasets.

created for multiple musicians simultaneously, even though the MCVAE
were rated higher. The fact that a few melodies had a much higher
occurrence in the dataset than the others may have caused this. After this
was discovered, the functions for parsing MIDI files and selecting songs
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have been changed, keeping only songs less than 3 · avg len, in future use.

Figure 7.4: Note density for 1000 songs in the dataset.

7.2

Range selection

Although some notes have a higher probability of being created than
others, there are a few measures that can be taken to create a slightly more
even distribution of notes. As is apparent in Figure 7.4, the note range for
the 1000 selected songs lay approximately between 20-100. As the piano
range for MIDIs lay in the range 21-108 [89], this may be a more appropriate
range to encode the notes into.

7.3

Independent and identically distributed data

In music modelling, some notes have a higher probability than others.
The reason for this is that there exist a tonal hierarchy, where some notes
are “more prominent, stable, and structurally significant than others“ [68,
p. 52].
A result that is not very apparent from Figure 7.4 becomes more visible
when inspecting the 5 most common notes in the songs from the example
above:
NO EVENT 129.0 occurence: 259583
NOTE OFF

128.0 occurence: 78115

A4

69.0 occurence: 8289

G4

67.0 occurence: 7287

D4

62.0 occurence: 6527
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Codes 129 and 128, standing for NO EVENT and NOTE OFF, has a
much higher occurrence than the rest of the notes. Every note in the corpus
includes 0 or more NO EVENT, and notes longer than one semiquaver
require multiple NO EVENT codes, thus it is dominant in the dataset.
These two values encode rhythm in the melodies, and therefore, their
prominent presence is not surprising. But, their presence also distort the
tonal hierarchy. When inspecting a song with this encoding, the rhythmvalues are the most prominent, stable and structurally significant. And,
although rhythm is structurally significant, pauses and silence does not
make music alone. So, the notes should have a more leveled presence, to
counter the rhythm values.
Additionally, a variational autoencoder assumes a independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) dataset, meaning that the random variables
are independent and have the same distributions [57]. An example of i.i.d.
events is throwing a dice, each throw is independent of the others, and
the events all have the same probability distribution. A time series is, in
general not i.i.d. But, while keeping these two things in mind, another
way of encoding the music should be investigated and pursued. In the
MusicVAE-project a 3 × N matrix was used [105], N being the number
of notes per matrix. The three rows were assigned for note value, start
time and end time for the note. Both start and end values are cumulative.
Meaning that previous end time is the start time for the next note. This
way of encoding reduces the occurrences of notes, and may be a better
way of encoding. But, the optimal solution for encoding music should be
investigated further before drawing any conclusions on this topic.

7.4
7.4.1

Creativity
Accuracy as a metric

Although the method for training a variational autoencoder is by teaching
it to reproduce input, reproduction of true data is not the desired outcome
for the model. In this sense, accuracy is a somewhat counter intuitive
metric. It is not until after the model is trained, that one can evaluate the
model based on its true purpose: the ability to generate new data with
meaningful structure. A model that is trained to reproduce input is also just
learning from the data it sees, and with this in mind, one can argue that the
creativity of the model is limited by the dataset. Another point regarding
accuracy is that the very failure of a model to recreate the original data
may be the desired outcome, giving new and interesting samples [122].
The measure of success of a ML-model for music is more subjective than
that of a ML-model used for instance for image recognition. As music is a
complex form of data and experienced differently among subjects, this is
an important thought to keep in mind.
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7.4.2

Criteria of usefulness

Whether or not a ML model for music modelling can be useful is in
itself a topic for modern day research. With one argument being that the
ML models only learn limited aspects of music like melodies, harmonies
and temporal structure. And, the model is first useful when human
musicians contribute their expression to the machine made arrangements
[80]. Keeping this in mind, a ML model can participate in musical creations
as a “musical other“, that can be altered and tweaked to the musicians
taste. It can also challenge creativity, by creating arrangements that were
unlikely to the human musician[122]. Research on ML-HCI-systems or
“intelligent listener“-systems [82] that adapts to human performance, show
that an intelligent agent improve aspects of improvisation of music [83].
The “intelligent listener“-system is a HCI where the GUI changes based on
predictions the systems make about the human musicians input. The GUI
only change occasionally, as it listens to the human performance, and only
make changes when it predicts that this will fit the performance. As the
adaptive system seem to improve improvisation, this is an argument for
incorporating machine intelligence in digital musical instruments.
The neural network in this thesis generalizes to all forms of sequential
data, in which each data point is a complex probability distribution.
This neural network can be incorporated in human-machine collaboration
systems, like the “intelligent listener“-system. It may also be incorporated
in other musical ML-systems like systems that mimic an ensemble, that
improvise along with a human musician [79]. The arguments for the
usefulness of a predictive musical ML-model are compelling. A ML-model
can both be tweaked to adapt the musical style of the performer. Secondly,
as research indicate that a responsive ML-model may improve aspects of
improvisation for human performers, the usefulness for this field of science
seems obvious.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion & Future work
’As you yourself have said,
what other explanation can
there be?’ Poirot stared straight
ahead of him. ’That is what I ask
myself,’ he said. ’That is what I
never cease to ask myself.’
Hercule Poirot, Murder on The
Orient Express [23]

The main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a new hierarchical
sequence prediction method, applying a MDRNN for latent vector predictions for VAEs that generate symbolic music. The novel method is named
Mixture Composer VAE, MCVAE. The method can also be seen as a generic
method for hierarchical sequence prediction, and be used for other generative tasks than symbolic music modelling. Additionally, this research
also confirms something that has been addressed before in research: music
modelling is improved when structural hierarchy is implemented into the
model.

8.1

Summary of Evaluation Findings

Before addressing the research questions, the main evaluation findings will
be summarized.

8.1.1

Human annotators

8 human critics with musical background (either band or orchestra
members) participated in a listening test, comparing 10 melodies of 25 bars
(≈ 50 seconds), 5 melodies from the VAE and 5 melodies from the MCVAE.
Both the VAE and the MCVAE were seeded with the first bar from the same
5 songs, from the true data set. Then, the models inferred 25 bar melodies.
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Results
The MCVAE was rated higher than the formal VAE on structure, melody,
creativity and musical quality, by the human critics.

8.1.2

Language model evaluation

A 5-gram model was used for assessing the probability of sequences during
linear interpolation in latent space. The evaluation was done between the
latent space representations of 200 songs from the true data set, 100 songs
labeled Set A and 100 songs labeled Set B. Interpolation was done for the
5 first bars of the selected songs. Interpolation was done with intercept
degree α ∈ [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9].
The models interpolated in two ways: conditionally and unconditionally. In the conditional interpolation, the VAE was given all the interpolated
latent vectors between song a ∈ Set A and song b ∈ Set B, and inferred the
output from this. In the conditional interpolation of the MDN, the model
predicted latent vector zn+1 , given zn from the song. The first latent vector
z0 could not be predicted using this method, and was used directly.
In the unconditional interpolation, the VAE was seeded with the
interpolated latent vector z0 for each a/b-pair, and inferred a melody of
sequence length 400, meaning 25 bars. The MCVAE was given the same
vector z0 , and predicted 24 vectors (z1 , ..., z24 ) from this.
The latent space interpolation was also compared to interpolation in
true data space. In true data space, a 50/50 interpolation produced a highly
unlikely output. The other intercept degrees were considered to be equally
likely, this could be due to the fact that many of the songs had similar
structure.
Results
The language model evaluation shows that in the conditional interpolation,
the VAE produced less probable results than the true data interpolation.
The MDN creates melodies with equal probability as the true songs,
suggesting a smooth interpolation between the sequences. The MDN
should, in theory, output the same zn as the VAE, but the conditional
interpolation results suggest that the MDN alters the output somewhat,
perhaps outputting latent vectors with higher probability than that the ones
from the VAE.
In the unconditional interpolation, the VAE had a mean at 60%
probability, but with an extremely high variance. For most of the
interpolation degrees, the VAE-probabilities ranged from 10% to 90%,
suggesting a very unstable model. The MDN performed much more stable
in this test, with mean at 55%, and first and second quartile at 45% to
65% for all interpolations. This output has a higher probability than the
true data interpolation, suggesting that the MDN had learned a probable
melodic structure.
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These results suggest that using a MDRNN for hierarchical melodic
composition outputs songs that are more similar to true data, than when
letting the VAE infer melodies without hierarchy. According to the
human listening test results, even though the MDRNN layer facilitate more
probable sequences, additional measures must be taken in order to create
a generative musical model that produce results that are pleasing to the
human ear.

8.2

Research questions

In this section, the research questions set out in Section 1.2 will be
addressed individually.

8.2.1

What are the main technologies for using ANNs to model
and compose music?

The state-of-the-art methods today for generative modelling is by using
either Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) or Variational Autoencoders (VAEs). GANs model the data explicitly by training a generator
that create samples from a noise vector, and a discriminator that evaluates
whether a sample is from the true data distribution or created by the generator. By using GANs, the network can learn the exact distribution of the
data. VAEs models the data implicitly, by assuming that the data points are
represented by a Gaussian or Bernoulli distribution. The parameters for the
assumed distributions are updated using Bayesian inference, in which the
model samples true data and updates its parameters each time it receives
new information.

8.2.2

In what ways can music be represented to an ANN?

In this thesis, music is represented to the ANN model by vectorizing MIDI
files. A melody, or a monophonic track from a MIDI file, is encoded with a
note range from 0-127 (the full MIDI range), and value 128 to encode “note
off” and 129 meaning “no event”, for rhythm encoding. Additionally, a
“start of sequence”-token is encoded with the number 130. The songs are
encoded as one dimensional vectors. A song is sliced into 16 semiquaversequences, translating to one bar with time signature 44 . However, songs
are not selected based on time signatures, so a 16 length sequence can be
less than or more than one bar. When presenting one bar as input to the
model, the 16 × 1 vector is one hot encoded, resulting in a 16 × 131 vector.
In the MusicVAE-project a 3 × N matrix is used [105], N being the number
of notes per matrix. The three rows were assigned for note value, start time
and end time for the note, and start and end values are cumulative.

8.2.3

How can a VAE be used to compose long compositions?

The ways in which a VAE composes long compositions today is either by
inferring infinitely long sequences, conditioned on a latent vector from
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a true sample, and usually a “start of sequence”-token. The other way
in which a VAE can compose long sequences is by adding a hierarchical
model in between the latent layer and the decoder. In this thesis, a new
hierarchical model was implemented applying a mixture density model for
modeling the sequences of latent vectors in song predictions.

8.2.4

How can we evaluate the success of a creative ANN model?

Among common methods for evaluating a generative model is using
human critics that evaluate the models creations. Typically, they answer
questions about the samples’ pleasantness, creativity, interestingness,
structure and so forth. The critics use a Likert-type scale for answering.
Another method is to ask the human annotators to perform a Turing
test of the samples, and evaluate the samples’ resemblance to real world
compositions. A common quantitative method is to perform latent space
interpolation between true data samples, and translate these interpolations
to data space. Then, the semantic meaningfulness of the interpolation is
typically evaluated, which says something about how scattered the points
in the latent space are, and if they hold relevant information. In this thesis,
qualitative evaluation was done by 8 human annotators who evaluated the
samples’ on 6 different criteria and answered using a Likert-type scale. The
quantitative evaluation was done using a 5-gram model to evaluate the
probability of created sequences by the VAE and the novel model, MCVAE.

8.2.5

Can a MDRNN be used to steer a VAE model of music?

This thesis concludes that a MDRNN produce more probable sequences
than a VAE alone, indicating that the MDRNN learns to build probable
sequences of latent vectors. Considering this, a MDRNN can steer a VAE
model of music.

8.2.6

Does an MDRNN/VAE system produce better compositions
than a VAE alone?

The 5-gram evaluation of the two models definitely indicates that a
MDRNN/VAE system produce better compositions than the VAE alone.
The human critics rated the MDRNN/VAE higher than the formal VAE
on structure, melody, creativity and musical quality. Albeit, both models
performed poorly in this test. The main reason for this is suspected to be
concerning data quality. The dataset was found to contain noisy samples
at a late stage of the project, which could have effected the distribution
of probable sequences. A high rate of true melodies in the dataset are
regarded as very unlikely with the 5-gram model, indicating that some
features in the data have a too high presence, making the model highly
specialized in these features.
As an example of low quality data in the corpus, a song of roughly
88000 bars was discovered, which turned out to be almost all 129s, during
inspection of the song. This did not improve the data quality, considering
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the fact that the dataset preferably should be independent and identically
distributed. In future work, higher quality datasets could be used to
experiment with the MDRNN/VAE-system. One possibility would be to
apply the recently released MAESTRO dataset [50].

8.3

Future Directions and Final Remarks

The methods for algorithmic composition has grown in complexity since
the Musikalisches Würfelspiel marked the start of the algorithmic musical
exploration in the 18th century. Algorithmic composition is now a field
of machine learning, where the models are able to produce new samples
of music, in stead of being restricted by reiterating existing musical
sequences. On a more ambitious note, generative models can contribute
further than just musical creation. The most challenging tasks for machine
learning models today is to understand sequences and “recreate humanlike semantic understanding for complex actions” [118]. These skills are
what generative models can contribute to machine learning. Therefore,
generative modelling is interesting and important both for algorithmic
composition, and for the general study of AI.

8.3.1

Data processing

Given the results of the evaluation, it is sensible to look again at the
encoding method for training data. An evaluation of the dataset show that
it has a high occurrence of 128s and 129s, which is not surprising, as these
values encode duration of notes. As the VAE assume that the data points
are independent and identically distributed, another way of encoding
could be pursued and researched. A simple suggestion is to encode the
data in two dimensional vectors instead of one dimensional. In this case,
one row can encode note value, and the other row can encode duration.
This will reduce the number of 128’s and 129’s drastically, allowing the rest
of the notes to have a higher presence. This is a suggested topic for further
works.
Furthermore, more supervision during data processing is recommended. Double checking the song lengths was not performed before the
dataset for the MDN was due, after training the VAE. This is a simple and
important cross check that could improve the quality of results.
Training the VAE with a higher pressure to the Kullback-Liebler
divergence could improve the model’s utilisation of the latent vector space,
using a method recommended in the paper Understanding disentangling
in β-VAE [15]. The paper explain that by redefining the KL-term to
γ · | DKL (qφ (z| x )|| pθ (z) − C |, with γ >> 1, and use simulated annealing
on the term C (from zero and up), learning of the VAE is improved. This
method force the latent space to first encode the most important features to
the KL-divergence to be low, and then slowly adding features that improve
reconstruction accuracy. Preliminary experiments with this method show
that the VAE produce melodies with better musical structure than the
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formal one, with more pleasing melodic patterns. The melodies from
these preliminary results also have no need for the scale preprocessing as
mentioned in Section 6.4.1.

8.3.2

Real world applications

The use of a sequential generative model has many real world applications.
As discussed in this thesis, music is important for humans both culturally
and personally. Exploring the combination of music modelling and
machine learning can bring forward new musical pieces that, first of
all, may be enjoyable for humans. Secondly, machine made music can
exemplify how a ML-model learns, and additionally teach us to understand
better the underlying structures of music. Brain scientists are investigating
whether neural networks can emulate the human brain [114]. With this
in mind, research on how a neural network is creative may also give
insight into how the human brain is creative. To again quote Peter M.
Todd, an early researcher of recurrent networks for music modelling, “The
possibilities for further work expanding the capabilities of this approach
are virtually limitless”. Although this statement should be balanced a bit,
as the capabilities may not be limitless, the limit is still far ahead and is
nowhere near reached. So this field of science has many more interesting
discoveries to come.
Sequence modelling has many applications in the field of language
modelling: speech recognition and generation, translation, subject extraction, relation classification and so forth. In general, all sequential data
needs sequential modelling, so the real world applications reach as far as
the number of sequential events in the world.
In this thesis, the hierarchical nature of sequence modelling is addressed. While this work introduced a new method to music modelling, the
findings mirror those of other researchers: music modelling is improved
when structural hierarchy is implemented into the model. This is a contribution to research that could reinforce the view that hierarchical methods
in sequence modelling is a wise direction to pursue for further research.
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